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No voter ID though. Oh no, that would be wrong.

Absolute clown-world.

Abundance of Caution
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132 1 Reply"

21 hours ago

I work for (((similarly-minded))) people. They just made it mandatory for a candidate to
have the vax before I can consider hiring any new sales reps. However, they won't let
me post it on LinkedIn that we won't consider you unless you're vaccinated, I'm just
supposed to work it into the conversation and not proceed with anyone who didn't get
it. I keep pushing them to let me post it in the sunlight so that everyone can see what
we're doing so we don't waste people's time but no, they'd rather be subtly evil about
it.

I work from home and they're considering asking all employees to get it, including me,
at which point I will quit and their top-line gross will immediately drop by 25-30%
because that is what I represent to them. (Actually it's closer to 45-50 but not all
accounts will close w/o me.)

They also know that I have 30,000+ LinkedIn followers and they have to know that I will
go incredibly scorched earth on them. Oh plus God is my employer so I don't need
them at all actually, and they know it. At least I'm in a good spot but man this is fucved
up.

whether underground

#

#

37 Reply"

21 hours ago $ %

Your in a good spot thankfully.  So many others are not. 

I work for a private company and no vax is coming here lol Soooo glad I left the
corporate world. 

yaright

#

#

&
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22 Reply"

20 hours ago (Edited)

yeah, I work for a fortune 50 and 100% WFH, so safe for now. But I see all of the
pro-vax garbage on the corporate intranet and if any mandates come down, I will
be among the unemployed. The good thing is I sold my house in MA and moved
into the one I built in NH, no car payments, pretty low propery taxes and no debt
whatsoever. So as prepared as I can be under the circumstances

 

this VID telling: 

inventor of mRNA tech discusses vax

clymer

#

#

25 Reply"

19 hours ago

I will just "self-identify" as vaccinated?  If biology is just a social construct and
identification cards are racist then nobody has a right to demand proof of
anything.

wombats

#

#

22

18 hours ago (Edited)

My corporation told me I have to be vaxxed or wear a mask forever.  I
told them I will not comply and I need the termination notice in writing. 
They don't know what to do.  They've never had anyone stand up for their
rights before (I pointed that out to them).  "Just following orders", they say. 
To which I say, "Much like the Nuremberg Trials.  Which incidentally, a code
against forced participation in experimental medical procedures was born". 

On a side note, I did the magnet challenge.  Used 10mm neodymium
magnets.  I am not vaxxed, but found these stick everywhere.  The key is to
hold them in place for a bit and then they will stick.  Even if you turn it
upside down, still sticks.  Must be iron in the blood?

SamAdams

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_NNTVJzqtY
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1

16 hours ago

I had antibody test two weeks ago for 'protection' from the non-vaccine.
The cfukers at labcorp also are testing for the spike protein to verify that you
have been non-vaccinated...

Oath_Keeper

#

#

8 Reply"

19 hours ago

When the pile of bodies can't be hidden anymore, the only good Democrat will
be a xxxd Democrat.

RINOs too, but better red than dead.

Manthong

#

#

3

19 hours ago

I wonder if they even do the survey anymore before they publish the results
they want to?

I bet they don't even bother.  

truth or go home

#

#

1

16 hours ago

NWO lying dog pony soldiers
ToWo

#

#

2 Reply"

15 hours ago

Here is a 15 min segment of that Vid: https://youtu.be/Du2wm5nhTXY

A lot of info right from the source.

Rhal

#

#

https://youtu.be/Du2wm5nhTXY
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3 Reply"

21 hours ago

can't vouch for it but....other companies in the know?

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hc933KxWqYeO/

putaipan

#

#

19 Reply"

20 hours ago

You had better know the possible ramifications on your body BEFORE getting the
VAX.  New research is starting to "leak out".

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/14/covid-19-vaccine-
mistake.aspx

Buzz-Kill

#

#

21 Reply"

20 hours ago $ %

Wake the F-k up people!!!!!!

 

5 DOCTORS AGREE THAT COVID-19 INJECTIONS ARE BIOWEAPONS AND
DISCUSS WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

https://www.bitchute.com/video/2NyWuOX2X2wb/

 

Lock and load people.....

Pooper Popper

#

#

8 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

Johns Hopkins University confirms: You can be vaccinated with a PCR test, even
without knowing

skizex

#

#

&

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hc933KxWqYeO/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/14/covid-19-vaccine-mistake.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2NyWuOX2X2wb/
https://tapnewswire.com/2021/04/johns-hopkins-university-confirms-you-can-be-vaccinated-with-a-pcr-test-even-without-knowing/
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6 Reply"

20 hours ago

I wonder what would happen to those tested early before the needle became
available, possibly being vaccinated, then getting the two shots later on the
assumption they were not vaccinated.  Maybe those are the ones suffering the
severe effects.  And in the test, is that the equivalent of one shot, or both
shots?

Masks Don't Work

#

#

11 Reply"

19 hours ago

five doctors? Is that the official bat signal? Why not six, or a thousand, or 51% of
all of them?

randocalrissian

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

What are you, the inventor of 7 Minute Abs? What if someone comes up with
6 Minute Abs?

FurnitureFireSale

#

#

2

18 hours ago

Dimbo Slice.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

25 Reply"

20 hours ago

May The Almighty continue to give you wisdom, discernment and courage. 

It will get worse for those of us walking in the faith.

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago (Edited)

"torment men for forty and two months "
Miniminer1

#

#
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7 Reply"

20 hours ago

Especially if those walking in faith don't fight back. 
bidennotmyprez99

#

#

14 Reply"

20 hours ago

I'm not surprised. I once held a position as a hiring manager, and was asked by a
(((recruiter))) if any black people needed apply. 

(((They))) do it every time.

Alfred

#

#

20 hours ago

Vaccine Mandate Employee Letter Example

No authorship claim or copyright asserted...this letter just came to me in a bottle,
and I have no idea who might have penned it, nor can I possibly vouch for it, and
what you fine folks do with it is entirely in your own hands, as the Gentlemen of the
Bar remind me I can proffer no legal advice in the matter, and do not so here...

Dear Boss,

Compelling any employee to take any current Covid-19 vaccine violates federal and
state law.

First, federal law prohibits any mandate of the Covid-19 vaccines as unlicensed,
emergency-use-authorization-only vaccines. Subsection bbb-3(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III) of
section 360 of Title 21 of the United States Code, otherwise known as the
Emergency Use Authorization section of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
demands that everyone give employees the "option to accept or refuse
administration" of the Covid-19 vaccine. (
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3 ) This right to refuse
emergency, experimental vaccines, such as the Covid-19 vaccine, implements the
internationally agreed legal requirement of Informed Consent established in the
Nuremberg Code of 1947. ( http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/ ). As the
Nuremberg Code established, every person must "be able to exercise free power of
choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,

FurnitureFireSale

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3
http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/
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12 Reply"

overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision" for
any medical experimental drug, as the Covid-19 vaccine currently is. The Nuremberg
Code prohibited even the military from requiring such experimental vaccines. (Doe
#1 v. Rumsfeld, 297 F.Supp.2d 119 (D.D.C. 2003).

Secondly, demanding employees divulge their personal medical information invades
their protected right to privacy, and discriminates against them based on their
perceived medical status, in contravention of the Americans with Disabilities Act. (42
USC §12112(a).)

Third, conditioning continued employment upon participating in a medical
experiment and demanding disclosure of private, personal medical information, may
also create employer liability under other federal and state laws, including HIPAA,
FMLA, and applicable state tort law principles, including torts prohibiting and
proscribing invasions of privacy and battery. Indeed, any employer mandating a
vaccine is liable to their employee for any adverse event suffered by that employee. (
https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs#vaccine ). The CDC records reports of the
adverse events already reported to date concerning the current Covid-19 vaccine.(
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html )

With Regards,

Employee of the Year

#

#

6 Reply"

20 hours ago

Look up "Nuremburg Code 1947", print it out and send your boss a copy with an
extra copy to a local lawyer. This is illegal.

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago

Also look up the "Tuskegee Airmen" while you're at it. 

The United States Government is truly evil.

TacoNasty

#

#

https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs#vaccine
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html
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1 Reply"

17 hours ago

That company you work for is Chicken Sh*t.
Vendetta1

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

Same. I practice emergency medicine and have swayed half of the department +
half of radiology. If this goes to mandate then I’m willing to walk. I’m the gatekeeper
to what kind of medical therapy I put in my body. Big Pharma/.gov/hospital admin
WILL NOT pay for any disability I incur if I have a severe adverse event. I’m well
versed on risk/benefit of this clot shot they’ve been pushing and I believe, but can’t
prove, the hospital’s .gov reimbursement goes up depending upon % jabbed. Bad
part is that most of my medical group, some much smarter than myself, have taken
the jab AFTER recovering from Covid & had a worse time w the vaccine!!! WHAT IS
GOING ON?? I fear God and also understand my identity isn’t my vocation. My body
is a temple and it’s so obvious to me it’s profit over people at the expense of sheep
stumbling to the slaughter due to their trust of private businesses and .gov. 

Absolute Truth

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

I'm a resident and I'm waiting for the mandate. "Oh well, I guess it was an okay-
ish career while it lasted."

Hard red line. Will not comply.

fewer

#

#

1 Reply"

15 hours ago

What product / industry do you work in?  I am in tech sales with a Fortune 150
company which owns companies which manufacturers vaccine related
products....and even then, we are not required to take the jab.

Plus3dB

#

#
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1 Reply"

13 hours ago

How could you even work it into a conversation? It's protected class information.
Even if the candidate volunteered the information it can't be used in considering
their application and you did they had grounds to sue regardless of which way they
answered the question. Somebody who is vaccinated could just as well assume the
company owners were anti-vaxx if they answered the question in the interview and
were subsequently passed over for the position. Are your company owners that
dumb?

majik

#

#

Reply"

9 hours ago

freaking hell - you should quit now.  Do the right thing if you can, and get out of the
fake mercantile bull you are assisting (((them))) to peddle.  

sea_nettles

#

#

26 Reply"

21 hours ago (Edited)

They know they’re running out of time as millions will start dying and then it’s over with
coercion.  
 

Shocking Jump in Deaths with those Vaccinated from the CDC

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/shocking-jump-vaccine-deaths-reported-
week-cdc-linked-vaers-tracking-website/
 

 

smellmyfingers

#

#

12 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

Wait until the fall and all them new viruses emerge ... if your immune system gets
triggered and you flood your body with this new immune response.

GreatUncle

#

#

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/shocking-jump-vaccine-deaths-reported-week-cdc-linked-vaers-tracking-website/
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19 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

More than 1,000 fully vaccinated people have caught Covid-19 in Los Angeles
County. That's right 1,000 post vaccination cases in just one county. 

The poison vaccine doesn't even work.

TacoNasty

#

#

15 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

Oh it works exactly as designed..
Mr. Apotheosis

#

#

10

19 hours ago

The vaccine is 100% safe if you are a pharma company executive.
truth or go home

#

#
6 Reply"

18 hours ago

The injection is the infection.
1CSR2SQN

#

#

2

18 hours ago

The Reinfection Will Not Be Televised.

You will not be able to get it up and get down on Sunday morning

Because the reinfection will not be televised

The reinfection will be . . . 

 

 

dead.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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1 Reply"

14 hours ago

They know they’re running out of time as millions will start dying and then it’s over
with coercion.  

JOB OPENINGS AND PAY RAISES!

 

Dogbreath15

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

HR Executive: Firms are Planning to have their Vaccinated Staff Replaced within
the Next 3 Years

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/

PS: do not use the "download video" link at left under video, it is an executable,
use bitchute downloader...  I notified bitchute admin but it is still up... a first at
bitchute that I know of.

skizex

#

#

59 Reply"

21 hours ago

And as has been pointed out here ad infinitum.... if the vax is so effective, why are you
so worried about whether or not I take it?  You should be protected byYour vaccination,
not Mine.

Pull

#

#

14 Reply"

20 hours ago

Exactly!
Never One Roach

#

#

8 1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Never try to reason with a corona cultist.  It is an utter exercise in futility.  Spend your
time and energy on happier pursuits because your life is pretty much over anyway,
based on the tyrannical new world we live in.

Masks Don't Work

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
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19 Reply"

21 hours ago

this covid jab sheet is getting real.  if you dont get it....you cant work, travel, go to
events.......assessed fines???

do what you are told and your stocks will always go up, you'll get bailed out and gold
will be confiscated/suppressed 

thomas sewell

#

#

4 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

The last air pockets of freedom 
Miniminer1

#

#

6 Reply"

19 hours ago

I just cried you a red white and blue tear. Sniff.
randocalrissian

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

See you at The Hague, azole.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago (Edited)

Here's a song for us teary-eyed folks who miss the way things once were (at
least our perceptions of):

N.R.P.S.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGxSYOZVhlM

"...cause you know that he never will land..."

skizex

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Wait them out and sue the bast@rds!
beavertails

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGxSYOZVhlM
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3 Reply"

13 hours ago

It's all bluster. No concrete action has been taken. A few cases in courts that will
eventually be settled. Governments aren't touching it with a barge pole. If
companies want to do so they better have great lawyers, an endless well of cash
and be willing to lose their smarter employees.

 

majik

#

#

15 Reply"

21 hours ago

CBS poll. This is a narrative/ opinion driver of a poll. Not actual sentiment.
FurnitureFireSale

#

#

3 Reply"

20 hours ago

One might hope that, but one might also expect otherwise, which gives me no joy to
state. Many of my family and friends have already gotten it. 

iovis

#

#
Reply"

18 hours ago

They basically asked The Mob (their viewers) their opinion. What results were they
expecting?

FurnitureFireSale

#

#

8 Reply"

21 hours ago

What difference does it make anyway. The elections are completely rigged. Even the
people we get to choose from. 

Scottfree7

#

#
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Reply"

21 hours ago

A Texas nuclear plant has gone full retard.

They know the mask reduce O2 uptake below OSHA standards, yet, no vaxx must
wear diapers.

People are retiring early or flat out quiting.

These so called educated people are putting tremendous peer pressure on those
refusing the vax.

So much for equating technical knowledge with any common sense. 

To bad they don't have internet. Otherwise they may learn something..../s...

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago

I'd support employers forcing Democrats to show voter ID at the election polls or when
they request a mail in (fraud) ballot.

TacoNasty

#

#

3 Reply"

19 hours ago

And I'd wager a large amount of cash that if The Hair Sniffer hadn't been installed as
46, they wouldn't be advocating for the jab so enthusiastically.

Joe Davola

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

They will bring in voter ID laws and the Voter ID will require a valid Vaccine Passport.
Ratch

#

#
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112 Reply"

21 hours ago

This afternoon at 4:00, I will be fired because I refuse to get the shot. Today is the deadline,
no jab, no job.

The company CEO gets his world view from the liberal side of the MSM. It figures.

 

ChartreuseDog
#

#

13 Reply"

21 hours ago

Encrypt the network. 
ToSoft4Truth

#

#

6 Reply"

21 hours ago

What company/industry?
gimme soma dat

#

#

32 Reply"

20 hours ago

Industry is consumer product manufacturing, of all things, not health care.

I don't know if I should post the company name or not, but they've been making
mouse traps for over 100 years in rural PA, a town once voted the coolest small
town in the US.

That should give you enough clues to figure it out.

 

 

ChartreuseDog

#

#

Reply"

20 hours ago

Prior to 1900 presumably...wow.  That's a bummer.
VideoEng_NC

#

#
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5 Reply"

19 hours ago

Chances are, unemployment pays better anyway.

If enough people refuse and they fire all the workers, their business will be unable
to function.  Sadly most people will cave in, which is why they do it.

Check out this vid though!!

HR Executive: Firms are Planning to have their Vaccinated Staff Replaced within
the Next 3 Years (bitchute.com)

Masks Don't Work

#

#

7 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Looks like Alex [co]Jones has picked up your story, so it'll fly around the
blogosphere now:

Corporate Recruiter Warns: Energy Companies To Replace Vaccinated
Employees Within 3 Years 

AND:

=====>   First Autopsy of Covid Vaccinated Patient Found Spike Proteins in
Every Organ of Body   <=====

DR. SHERRI TENPENNY EXPLAINS HOW THE DEPOPULATION mRNA
VACCINES WILL START WORKING IN 3-6 MONTHS (VIDEO)         
 MORE:  https://www.lewrockwell.com/?s=tenpenny+

Dr. Lee Merritt: In Animal Studies, After Being Injected With MRNA Technology,
All Animals Died Upon Reinfection

Dr. Lee Merritt warns: forced vaccines are a holocaust-level crime against
humanity

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/corporate-recruiter-warns-energy-companies-to-replace-vaccinated-employees-within-3-years/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/first-autopsy-of-covid-vaccinated-patient-found-spike-proteins-in-every-organ-of-body/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/dr-sherri-tenpenny-explains-how-the-depopulation-mrna-vaccines-will-start-working-in-3-6-months-video/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/?s=tenpenny+
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/04/no_author/dr-lee-merritt-in-animal-studies-after-being-injected-with-mrna-technology-all-animals-died-upon-reinfection/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/dr-lee-merritt-warns-forced-vaccines-are-a-holocaust-level-crime-against-humanity/
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2

17 hours ago

I resemble those remarks.  Thanks!

Alex

alexcojones

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

Say your Amish!  They get out of everything!!
SansPeur66

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

Took 5 seconds to find.
1CSR2SQN

#

#

19 Reply"

21 hours ago

Go for the religion exemption.
2banana

#

#

27 1 Reply"

21 hours ago

I thought about it, but decided honesty was the best policy.

 

ChartreuseDog

#

#

16 Reply"

20 hours ago

Feel good that your labor will not go towards supporting companies that support
this tyranny. 

Wise Limit

#

#

16 Reply"

20 hours ago

Chartreuse- for what it is worth, yours is a shoulder I would proudly stand beside,
if you would have me.  Best wishes.  

MeLurkLongtime

#

#
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9 Reply"

20 hours ago

I also looked into the religious exemption. But, the Government has given
employers "guidance" that they should attempt to make the life of anyone that is
granted an exception a living hell. 

For example, permanent mask wearing both indoors and out and mandatory
social distancing while in the work place (moving your desk into an isolated closet
etc)... even things like having to use a designated bathroom and back building
entrance.

My employer has communicated that they do plan to do this things to anyone
that refuses the toxic poison shots that don't actually protect against covid. 

TacoNasty

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

Doesn't work in CA, but I believe PA it's a go.
FurnitureFireSale

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Exemptions by state

 

This is for schools. I can't say if it's the same for employers.

FurnitureFireSale

#

#

https://www.ncsl.org/research/health/school-immunization-exemption-state-laws.aspx
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5 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

(@ <2banana> above)

The way they left strip clubs and liquor stores open, but locked down churches,
leaves doubt that they'd honor religious choice. And I'm an atheist, by way of
context. You should be free. Your body, your beliefs, your choices, your liberty. We're
talking the farthest reaching, most massively lethal totalitarian movement in
recorded history here. Niceties like your religion and freedom may cause them mirth,
but not mercy.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

66 1 Reply"

21 hours ago

Lawyer up now, and get ready to sue...make sure your lawyer/s are pitbulls...no mercy
on this one...no settlements...

Fat Beaver

#

#

9 Reply"

20 hours ago

Absolutely hate law suits but this time Do it!  
yaright

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

Always avoid lawsuits...but on this... yeah...
Fat Beaver

#

#

1 1 Reply"

19 hours ago

let them go ahead and settle. One its learned that comoanies settle, Katie bar the
doors. I know NDA's are written, but it gets out.

 

Hal n back

#

#
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22 Reply"

21 hours ago

It’s coming for everyone.  First a couple of companies, then whole states, then shut out
of banking and shopping.  Then pensions and retirement.   
 

All the while they’re laughing when they got their sugar shot in public view.  

smellmyfingers

#

#

13 Reply"

21 hours ago

This is exactly what I expect as well. Not a snowballs chance in hell are the people in
charge getting the same vaxx as the rest of the population. 

HolyGrail20

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

A Look at the Companies Springing Up to Keep You Out            All
from: https://beholdthemark.com/

This is Your Brain on Remote Control - 5G & thee:

It's all right here.  The previous articles on this site have made the case that the
ultimate goal of the"vaccines" is to integrate quantum dots into neurons which
will allow remote control of the brain via wireless signals.  

This 2017 article from the Rockefeller University titled, "Flipping a Switch Inside
the Head" ties everything together.  And better yet it's straight from the satanic
horse's mouth, Rockefeller (or at least his University).  In case you've forgotten, it
was the Rockefeller Foundation that published "Lock Step" describing exactly the
scenario we find ourselves in today where a "pandemic" is used to bring in
totalitarianism.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://beholdthemark.com/f/a-look-at-the-companies-springing-up-to-keep-you-out
https://beholdthemark.com/
https://beholdthemark.com/f/this-is-your-brain-on-remote-control
https://seek.rockefeller.edu/flipping-a-switch-inside-the-head/
https://seek.rockefeller.edu/flipping-a-switch-inside-the-head/
https://archive.org/details/RockefellerPlandemic2010/mode/2up
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1 Reply"

16 hours ago

and more on the magnet challenge:

https://beholdthemark.com/f/the-magnet-challenge-and-ferritin

Recent Advances on Magnetic Sensitive Hydrogels in Tissue Engineering

skizex

#

#

5 Reply"

21 hours ago

You'll be taken care of in a class action lawsuit against the employer. 
TimeTraveller

#

#

16 Reply"

21 hours ago

Stay out of class actions on this one...file personal suits...
Fat Beaver

#

#

3 Reply"

21 hours ago

You need to file a very high priced law suit. It’s a complete violation of your rights. 
Scottfree7

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

and you'll prob be denied UI
thomas sewell

#

#

2 Reply"

21 hours ago

Yeah, it's termination for cause, "violating company policy."

 

ChartreuseDog

#

#

https://beholdthemark.com/f/the-magnet-challenge-and-ferritin
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7068712/
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3 Reply"

21 hours ago

Sue them and burn that company to the ground.  

You did tell them about the Nuremburg Code yes? 

 

Spackler

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

How many more including you will be out?
MaF

#

#

10 Reply"

21 hours ago

6 total, in an office of 200.

 

ChartreuseDog

#

#

3 Reply"

21 hours ago (Edited)

If it makes you feel any better, the liberal worldview is so dysfunctional that the
company is bound to collapse when free money from the fed stops being enough to
float all boats built out of stupid.

spiff

#

#

3 Reply"

21 hours ago

Once you leave,  please post the name of the company.  
richnhappy

#

#
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5 Reply"

21 hours ago

Being fired / laid off sucks. I've been on that boat before.

Remember: you hold the moral and ethical high ground on this one. Sure, financially it
will suck, but at least you will stay true to your views. 

All the best!!!

chinese.sniffles

#

#
2 Reply"

20 hours ago (Edited)

You should have a lawyer contact them now and inform them that they will be
immediately dragged into court and smacked with a civil rights lawsuit should they
attempt to reprimand you in any way for not getting a vaccine that you must decline on
religious grounds.

Sorry but my religion does not allow me to take unnatural substances into my body as
my body is a temple and that temple is in the likeness of god, and my body can not be
desecrated before god as it is blasphemous to desecrate a temple of god.

 

Make up whatever convincing stuff you have to, sound serious about it though dont
make up a bunch of goofy sounding crap about spaghetti monsters.

El Crusty

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago

Sue them.  Get together everyone who is losing their job because they refuse the jab
and sue them collectively.

 

I work for a very "progressive" company too.  So far they haven't mandated the shots,
but I fully expect them to require it before long.  Just waiting them out....  I work from
home too and have since long before Covid.  I used to travel for my job quite a bit.  If I
can no longer travel without taking the vaccine and they mandate it for work, then I'll
likely be forced to leave.  I'm trying to prepare NOW for this inevitability.

-An0nym0us-

#

#
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#

Reply"

20 hours ago

Believe I read somewhere that people who had allergic reactions to a recent flu shot
were told not to vax.

(no official stamped cards for flu vax)  ??

choco

#

#

3 Reply"

20 hours ago

He can't legally do that, FFS. NO ONE can force you to take an experimental, non-
approved vaccine. Get a hold of the 1947 Nuremburg Code, print it out and shove it
into his fat face.

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

11 Reply"

20 hours ago

I will get fired at the end of next month for refusing.
TacoNasty

#

#
11 Reply"

20 hours ago

Hold fast! Your health is worth more than any stinkin' job.
ChartreuseDog

#

#

7 Reply"

20 hours ago

The most important comment this year.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

I love u guys, honestly.
whether underground

#

#

Reply"

20 hours ago

Perhaps Victor in Lititz PA?
Farmerz

#

#
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1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Lawsuit filed 9am tomorrow?
All_In_Check_Just_Kidding

#

#

86 2 Reply"

21 hours ago

Translation:  The vast majority of sheeple, who were stupid enough to take an Experimental
Gene Therapy for a Virus with a 99.7% Survival Rate (and for which very effective alternative
treatments exist), now want everyone else to suffer their same fate.

 

 

The First Rule

#

#

35 2 Reply"

21 hours ago

Of course...did you expect any different from them?  Thay are retarded.
Fat Beaver

#

#
18 Reply"

21 hours ago

If they make it mandatory where I work then I'm going to be retarded....whoops I
meant retired.

nightshiftsucks

#

#

24 Reply"

21 hours ago

Yup. I'll be 60 very soon and already qualify for retirement benefits. Force me to
take the experimental KILLER jab, I retire. 

cbxer55

#

#

9 Reply"

21 hours ago

I would just get a lawyer if they do...the courts will not side with this...despite
the hedge doom porn which, like always is giving you 10% of the story...

Fat Beaver

#

#
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25

21 hours ago

Courts in Houston already sided with them.   

Of course the 5th Circuit is going to rip that judge's balls off.   Nuremburg
code violation.  

Outside the USA they are going full blown Dr Menegele on everyone. 

Spackler

#

#

3 Reply"

20 hours ago

this ^^ 
there will be animosity bc they see you as a "free loader"

iovis

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

The commies are the definition of "crab in a bucket" mentality. 
HolyGrail20

#

#
1 Reply"

16 hours ago (Edited)

two or three crabs in a bucket fight like crazy, often tearing off each others
limbs...add more and they all go passive.

skizex

#

#

5 Reply"

20 hours ago

And if, as I do, you show them the latest evidence of side effects and deaths, with
sources provided, they get angry. It's impossible for them to admit they screwed up
and may pay a heavy price. 

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

"Those numbers are just your opinion."
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
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1 Reply"

16 hours ago (Edited)

I' don't believe you' is what I often hear. I've usually mentioned the CDC's own
website as the reference - I  have given up, she's 'jabbed' twice now...my
obligation to myself is to keep my distance and take counter-measures like freq
pine needle tea to block her spike proteins from making ME sick.

At least we both smoke pot:

Cannabis might save the vaccinated, and fasting.

skizex

#

#

66 Reply"

3 days ago

"only 39% of Republicans approved of vaccine mandates at work"

Only!?!  That's still 4 in 10 and shows why the GOP is dead man walking.

 

QE4MeASAP

#

#
22 Reply"

20 hours ago

The GOP is only still around to give an illusion of a two party system and you have a
choice.  
 

Reality says=One Party with Different Jersey

smellmyfingers

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

So basically you're saying 4 years of the Donald and the epic destruction of our
economy and CCP disaster is an illusion.

jlmac

#

#

5 Reply"

20 hours ago

"The difference between the Democrats and the Republicans is that Republicans are
going the speed limit."

Mr. Bones

#

#

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/06/cannabis-might-save-the-vaccinated/
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3 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

Nope, I'm giving Republicans one last shot in 2022.   If that doesn't work, it's full on
anarchy.    

jlmac

#

#

2 Reply"

17 hours ago

Why not give them another after and then again? That’s all you’re doing now
anyways. Gifted a perfect opportunity to burn down the Demonrats by election
fraud, only The Donald fought with Cruz and Hawley. 
 

Stop procrastinating: dump the effers now. 

All_In_Check_Just_Kidding

#

#
8 Reply"

21 hours ago

Well I guess you could just say that liberty is a dead man walking. I can't believe
people's crazy hivemind mentality. Makes me claustrophobic. Let me make my own
decisions please, and you can make yours, and we can each suffer our own
consequences.

spiff

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago

Tribalism, the natural state of mankind.
jlmac

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

I am all for suffering natural consequences, but it seems they want to impose
consequences on us for not following them.

Maxter

#

#
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58 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Think about it.

If the fascists Democrats don't get near 100% vaccination rates it will be obvious when
only the vaccinated start dying in large numbers 

This isn't about saving lives it's about making sure you can't tell that the vaccine killed
everyone.

Portal
#

#

3 Reply"

22 hours ago

I'm afraid it's going to get real because there are cowards everywhere.

https://odysee.com/@EJOK:c/WIN_20210614_08_15_17_Pro:2

phoolish

#

#

5 Reply"

21 hours ago

Besides extreme horrible deathly things, many smaller side effects. Starting with
getting COVID. Like you said, they can't risk a large % of vaxxed, not vaxxed that
will out the statistics. They are kind of at a do or die point. Each group is too big to
ignore relative to future outcome. 

RAT005

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

Even more diabolical is some other pathogen being spread around later on that is very
lethal with the purpose being to kill everyone who didn't get the experimental
injections.

chunga

#

#

https://odysee.com/@EJOK:c/WIN_20210614_08_15_17_Pro:2
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

A vaccine can be targeted.

An actual outbreak cannot be targeted.

I've noticed that the worst side effects and deaths are in poorer neighborhoods in
my state.

Portal

#

#

6 2 Reply"

20 hours ago

Because those neighborhoods have on average worse health and more
comorbidities. 

Spackler

#

#
5 2 Reply"

20 hours ago (Edited)

Not true.

The cases were of healthy young people dying and having major side effects.

Over 100 in one day in one city.

 

Portal

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Something doesn't add up. I don't understand why whoever is running Dystopia
Virus would want to kill the people they have eating out of their hands.

chunga

#

#
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5 Reply"

20 hours ago

Chunga, I agree.  Why would they want the sheeple to be gone?  We,  the folks
who question, we are the threat.  Unless, as Lordflin did posit once, this whole
thing is not quite as planned as we thought, that there are circles within circles
and many of these nefarious actors are acting alone, and therefore, they have
a soft underbelly that can be found and exploited.  Perhaps there is hope that
this is coming apart at the seams, and these people who have seized this
opportunity to attempt to bring all free people to their knees will fail....

MeLurkLongtime

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

Haven't you heard?  We only have 5 years to save the environment.

Getting rid of you means a cleaner environment and more fun for communists.

 

Portal

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The people who keep the world running are the ones most likely to refuse the
Killer Vax.

The useless eaters will line up for it to get their free donuts.

 

krda

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Four Videos Prove Nano Fibers & Nano Tech
Have Been Put In The Test 'Schwabs' That Are
Shoved Up Peoples' Noses And Sinuses

https://rense.com/general96/test-swabs.php

skizex

#

#

https://rense.com/general96/test-swabs.php
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1 Reply"

20 hours ago

still better than the vaccine
B0MB3RM4N1

#

#

55 Reply"

1 day ago

I guess my body my choice only applies to murdering children.
Gentleman Bastard

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago (Edited)

and mandating your citizenship to help subsidize the cost AND pay for other peoples
sexual activity protection.

Jack Mayorhaufer

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

As they remove "your body your choice" nothing to stop you going full retard on the
vaxxed using poison or any other means that becomes available.

 

GreatUncle

#

#

42 Reply"

1 day ago

Sometimes it's best to avoid everyone and everything.
chunga

#

#
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11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)
$ %

In 2020, Bridle was awarded a $230,000 government grant for research on COVID
vaccine development. As part of that research, he and a team of international scientists
requested a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) access to Pfizer’s biodistribution study
from the Japanese regulatory agency. The research,4,5 previously unseen,
demonstrates a huge problem with all COVID-19 vaccines.

skizex

“We made a big mistake,” Bridle says. “We thought the spike
protein was a great target antigen; we never knew the spike
protein itself was a toxin and was a pathogenic protein. So, by
vaccinating people we are inadvertently inoculating them with
a toxin.”

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/14/
covid-19-vaccine-mistake.aspx?
ui=e024df98bee919271e9f186c2f21a13a23680ebe22e3fc5d2
539c134110b4bdb&sd=19000101&cid_source=dnl&cid_mediu
m=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20210614_HL2&mid=DM9
10315&rid=1183309239&p4=20201026&p5=

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

It's getting that way, ain't it? I might try and land on those Sentinel islands off India
where the last unknown tribe on Earth lives. 

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

43 1 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

If I lost my job due to not getting the jab and was no longer able to provide for the family, I
would turn to serious crime, and unlike most criminals I have a functioning brain and would
likely do quite well at it, plus I have a perfectly clean background and wouldn't be on
anyone's radar. I'm sure I am not the only one who would make such a shift. 

zaphod

#

#

&

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/14/covid-19-vaccine-mistake.aspx?ui=e024df98bee919271e9f186c2f21a13a23680ebe22e3fc5d2539c134110b4bdb&sd=19000101&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20210614_HL2&mid=DM910315&rid=1183309239&p4=20201026&p5=
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19 Reply"

1 day ago

Went solo, under the radar a decade ago and never looked back. Greatest years of my
life.

Watt Supremacist

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

Doing what?
Nona Yobiznes

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

MGTOW.
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

9 3 Reply"

2 days ago

Sell fentanyl to Democrats.
Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

4 Reply"

20 hours ago

And you have an excuse to be wearing a mask.
Thrashed10

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

I have an idea....oww
Preparation H

#

#
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42 1 Reply"

1 day ago

That's fine.

We just need a list of all of these employers forcing people to take this drug. And then never
do business with them again.

 

fonestar

Capt. MegaHash
#

#

34 Reply"

1 day ago

Mandated Medical Tryranny is the new Anti-facism facism
Jack Mayorhaufer

#

#

29 Reply"

1 day ago

If you survived the first 2 shots, then you'll have to have a third. Thank you for playing
Depopulation Death Jab Lottery, where everyone becomes a winner!!!

MalWart

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

how can be legally mandated, when these mRNA shots are operating under
Emergency Authorization? these mRNA shots are NOT approved by FDA ....

Will Pfizer and Moderna accept legal liability and to potentially be sued for
wrongdoing?

Trump pushed hard to get the Emergency Authorization ... he thought dems created
covid to remove him from office ... who knows ...

even through all that huge pressure from the whyte house two out of six voted
against emergency authorization ... these are not safe shots - the jury is still out

Pandelis

#

#

1 Reply"

21 hours ago

magic!
Hugh Mungus

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

More importantly.... will the employers that are requiring the shots to return to
work be held accountable when one of their employees becomes debilitated or
dies?  I think we all know the answer to that.

Pull

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Novavax says it already has the 5th Booster ready to jab weak-minded victims
with.

The nurses at Methodist drew the line there before the first invasion of their
body with the experimental drug or the Corporation Hospital would demand a
2nd, then a 3rd, and so on until you're paralyzed or have heart inflammation.

Son of Loki

#

#

7

1 day ago

My body. My choice?

If this goes through we're clear to ban abortion because:

Government's body. Government's choice 

will be proven to be the reality.

Drowsapp123

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

You take the law into your own hands.
GreatUncle

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

laws dont matter---where have you been?
thomas sewell

#

#
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2 Reply"

16 hours ago

Laws of physics still matter, especially when you're discussing terminal
ballistics. 

boattrash

#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

The judge in the case in TX seemed to say it was legal because it was a private
corp doing it, and you're an at will employee. If you cite Nuremberg laws, well, he
laughed. That's only applicable if the government is doing it.

That being said, if an employer says sex is a requirement of employment, I guess
that is legal too. And if you want to have a baby, they can legally make you have
an abortion. 

If you are employed, it seems like you are owned. 

 

KyttenX

#

#
1 Reply"

20 hours ago

in US and A if you have SSN you are PWNED.
Jack Mayorhaufer

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

so, the employer will be liable if something goes wrong with the shot the
employee will be taking as a mandatory job requirement?

Pandelis

#

#

2

1 day ago

Umm, no.

Employee will be liable for his own medical costs. And funeral expenses.

Socratic Dog

#

#
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Obligatory rape once a day ... your body their choice.
GreatUncle

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

The judge was talking out of his posterior. No one can force you, public
company or private. 

bidennotmyprez99
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

No.

And it used to be that OSHA recorded reactions but they decided to stop
enforcing that.  Apparently that's something an unelected body can do.

Democrats are all in on medical fascism.

Mr. Bones

#

#
2 Reply"

1 day ago

In case you hadn't noticed, there is no law any more beyond 'what I say is law.'
krda

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

yeah, will give you a free burger and a chance to win 1 million eBucks ... maga!!
Pandelis

#

#

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/05/23/osha-changes-policy-on-workplace-vaccine-requirements-n2589876
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

 

Spike Proteins enter The BRAIN causing Inflammation Of
Lewy bodies (Alzheimers) & Spongiform Encephalopathy
(Mad Cow Disease) In 5-6 weeks in Animal Studies
DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO US?

skizex

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I guess I'll find out in the coming months & years.............
Jack Mayorhaufer

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Or weeks....
Socratic Dog

#

#

2 hours ago

well I just past one month, so I've exceeded the first milestone
Jack Mayorhaufer

#

#

32 2 Reply"

1 day ago

You think this is polarizing? Just wait until Biden gets removed from office for election fraud.
WOW!

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

16 Reply"

21 hours ago

We’d need to finally get it on then.

If they’d want to put up a fuss over a crime their team committed...blatantly...

...then there’s no other choice.

How much more do we want to take?

Md4

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/GYLMY0Y8aJwr/
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3 Reply"

20 hours ago

I got some good high ranking inside baseball info that the time line is 3mo. Can't
wait!!

RAT005

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

That'll be the day. One can only hope.
FurnitureFireSale

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Hopefully Don’t count on it. 
Scottfree7

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

And Kamala installed?

 

Because that's more likely than some Trump returning to the presidency BS.  ANd it
wouldn't matter now anyway; they wiped out the building plans by taking down the
tariffs, and wiped out half of small businesses by continuing the lockdowns.  ANd they
killed the job market with the unemployment extensions/enhancements.  The damage
is done.

CJgipper

#

#

Reply"

20 hours ago

That would be an epic day, historic.   i hope to get to see it happen.
jlmac

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I wouldn't hold my breath
B0MB3RM4N1

#

#
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Will. Never. Happen.

Might as well break up the United States. The noble lie will come out. It'll be negotiated
away behind closed doors.

Catullus

#

#

25 Reply"

21 hours ago (Edited)

They needed to do a poll for this?

They could've asked me...

Dems are mentally ill and severely troubled humans.

If they had their way, they would make China's Cultural Revolution look bush league.

Never for a moment doubt that they wouldn't kill you and your children to have their way if it
wasn't against the law.

McGantic

#

#

27 Reply"

1 day ago

The vast majority of democrats are communists.
Lil Ms.Homesteader

#

#

8 Reply"

20 hours ago

And none of them could give you a cogent explanation of what communism actually is
in practice...

Fat Beaver

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

To a Dem, communism is where they get to sit on their ass all day smoking pot and
watching pron while other people are forced to go out and work to support them.

They were never told that under real communism, 'no work, no eat.'

krda

#

#
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24 Reply"

3 days ago (Edited)

I asked one leftist mask worshiper, "Would you have supported drugs being tested on Jews
in concentration camps during WWII?'

The response was of course, no.

"Then why do you support drugs being tested on people now? Not only adults but children.
Ones with known major side effects including death?"

She said, "I certainly do not support drugs being tested on children."

I replied, "Do you support forced vaccinations for Covid?"

She replied, "Yes, eliminating Covid is the most important thing we can do as a society."

So I said, "Then you support the forced trials of untested drugs on children, just like Nazis
experimenting on jews. There is no difference. If you think there is, you better get reading the
FDA disclosures for the Emrgency Use Authorization."

adr

#

#

20 Reply"

3 days ago

Trying to reason with a leftist. Yellow card.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

That's weird, I'd thought they thought eliminating global warming and racism were
most important

Known Fact

#

#

Reply"

20 hours ago

It was thinking for yourself which was the first target.
Argon1

#

#
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24 Reply"

21 hours ago

It's going to be funny when my dummycrat boss tries to force me to get the Fauci/Gates
jab - as he's been hinting at it since before they unleashed the experimental gene therapies
on the public.

Hint: They need me more than I need them.  Much more.

MagicHandPuppet
#

#

6 Reply"

20 hours ago

They need me more than I need them...

 

+1  this is where you want to be at all times.

buzzsaw99

#

#

10 Reply"

20 hours ago

One of the places I consult... make that consulted... mandated vaxxines. They're
having trouble finding people to do the work. When the change their mind and ask
me back they'll find out my price is contributing to inflation.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

agree
yaright

#

#

21 Reply"

21 hours ago

It's all about control.

You got the vax?  Good for you.  You are safe.  Now leave the rest of us alone.

 

Jack Offelday

#

#
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2 Reply"

20 hours ago

Control by the elite. They can´t push covid passports and tyranny if people are not
vaccinated. 

The economy would crumble (more then it already is).

Givemelibertyordeath

#

#

20 Reply"

21 hours ago

I had COVID; it was a joke compared to a winter cold.  The possible side effects of the jab
are x10 worse.  Yes, I know MOST people might not have a deadly reaction but I am not
about to roll those dice and shouldn't be required to!

CosmoJoe

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

How can you've catched it if the virus hasn't even been proven to exist? Virology is
based on assumptions and feelings, not facts. Watch dr tom cowan.

Valhallawarrior

#

#
20 Reply"

21 hours ago

The fact that they’re trying to make it mandatory to get this poisonous jab-Speaks Volumes
on the Global Genocide Program.  

smellmyfingers

#

#

19 Reply"

20 hours ago

I think the Dems want to get in everyone else's business so it distracts them from their own
miserable lives

They're a self loathing bunch who just hates everything 

Realism

#

#

5 Reply"

20 hours ago

Well, they have a lot to loathe, so self-loathing is appropriate.
August

#

#
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19 Reply"

20 hours ago

56% overall support a crime against humanity.  Far more stupid sheep than I ever thought
possible. 

What a mess_man
#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 20 hours ago

Soon there will be fewer.

Cirdan

#

#

3 Reply"

20 hours ago

We can only hope
What a mess_man

#

#

19 Reply"

20 hours ago

Employers can’t get employees now.  I don’t see this happening.. 
for@ll0fus

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

Some big employers just seem to want to go broke: forced vaccines and crapping on
your main consumer market. Way to go, guys!

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

Big employers know the government will bail them out with free money.
krda

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Don't get the shot, even if it costs you your job.

 

insanityantidote

#

#
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20 Reply"

1 day ago

Not wanting to be diagnosed with myrocarditis is white supremacy.
capsrule

#

#

12 Reply"

20 hours ago

Not wanting to be a human guinea pig is white supremacy.
LauraB

#

#

8 Reply"

20 hours ago

Long live white supremacy...

I will be one of the last men standing....

Alchemy

#

#

1 Reply"

20 hours ago

The problem is the minorities R smarter than the whites, when it comes to not taking
the vaccine, don't kid nobody the minorities know if the commies ever take over,
they B screwed.

MAGAMAN

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

Don't you know that all of the minority Republicans are also 'white
supremacists'? Just ask Candice Owens, Brandon Tatum, etc. Anyone who
disagrees with Democrats or loves America and the Constitution is now a 'white
supremacist.' 

LauraB

#

#

19 Reply"

1 day ago

First “vaccine” in history which requires everyone receive it...before it works in anyone.

If this isn’t enough...pray tell what the hell is?

Md4

#

#
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10 Reply"

1 day ago

At this point only a fool would take this vaccine, the deaths last week due to the
vaccine far outweighs the current CCP virus kill rate.

MAGAMAN

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

For me, the point is the left.

They are the disease...

Md4

#

#

Reply"

20 hours ago

Death
Treavor

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

I support everyone wearing sunscreen so I don't get a sun burn.
MalWart

#

#
9 Reply"

1 day ago

If you keep eating that ice cream im gonna get fat.
pods

#

#

16 Reply"

20 hours ago

GOD BLESS those people getting the vaccine.  The rest of us sincerely appreciate you
volunteering to be a human guinea pig for this experiment.  Please let us know when you
develop ED, cancer, blood clots, blue anus or fungus balls! 

PCShibai

#

#
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16 1 Reply"

20 hours ago

The mutants shedding spike proteins do need to be segregated from normal people. 

 

They need to get their own drinking fountains, too. 

archipusz
#

#

18 Reply"

1 day ago

We are a nation of immoral retards
Savyindallas

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

NATURAL IMMUNITY...  Say it to a progressive once, say it twice, say it 100 times.  If they
persist babbling like a fool, you have my permission to beat them in the head with a blunt
object. 

Jeremy Roenick

#

#

5 Reply"

21 hours ago

That's what I say.  I've had it and I'm sticking there.  
Gone

#

#

4 Reply"

21 hours ago

Just a cough for a week.  I see no reason to get GMOd.
Gone

#

#

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Funny how it works with the measles, chickenpox, but when you mention the
possibility of natural immunity with COVID half the world is brain dead.

Wise Limit

#

#
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17 Reply"

1 day ago

Dems aren't happy unless their miserable lives are forced upon others.
Jack Offelday

#

#

2 Reply"

20 hours ago

Rather they are quite happy in their cult, its making non cult members miserable which
is their end all. 

Argon1

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago

That judge is one of the most reversed judges in the system.

The decision will be reversed.

These "vaccines" are killing thousands of people.

End the tyranny.

OldNewB

#

#

16 Reply"

1 day ago $ %

every day i get closer to firing Covid bug people because of this vaccine nonsense.

I interviewed a law clerk the other day and at the interview the firm admin/bug person said
"she's been vaccinated" and I drew a big check mark on my notepad and said "ok checking
this off the Things I don't give a fuck about list"

im at my wits end.

Dr. Venkman

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

mRNA Technology pioneer says Vaxxed People
Shed The Toxic, Pathogenic Spike Protein To All
Those around them - Twitter Deletes His Statement

skizex

#

#

&

https://www.indiatoday.in/technology/news/story/mrna-technology-pioneer-says-covid-19-vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-protein-twitter-says-delete-this-1809062-2021-05-31
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16 Reply"

1 day ago

If a libtard is "vaccinated" and thus immune to covid-19, why should he/she/it care if a
coworker isn't "vaccinated"?  Just another case of libtards butting into other peoples'
business.

NIRP Diggler
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

That would be a logical conclusion; but then logic is beyond the comprehension level
of libtards.

Norsky

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Join us, come and Join us, Heavens Gate is recruiting.
Argon1

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Libtards deep down, now the vaccine isn't safe, and they want as many people as
possible to suffer with them.

MAGAMAN

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Ah come on man it's just some kool aid what could go wrong?

Signed - Jim

Ignoredumbasses

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

The left are literally a death cult. And they want to take everyone else with them.
krda

#

#
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14 Reply"

1 day ago

Why do the vaccinated care about the ones who didn’t. We are no threat to them. 
it’s clearly about control. Also they kmow deep down they know they might have made a
huge mistake. Misery loves company. The left are the most miserable people on the planet
by far. 

Scottfree7
#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago

My sister was not going to get it because she's very suspicious of Big Pharma and the
Trump government.  Once Biden became president and getting the jab because a fashion
statement for Democrats, she got the Moderna jab.  First one she was sick for a week. 
Second one a few weeks ago and she's still feeling the effects.  I told her she got the "Trump
Variant" of the vaccine and not the kind and gentle Biden one.

radical-extremist

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Sad and also hilarous. 
MeLurkLongtime

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm 55 and retired. I'd like a little side job to keep me busy but I'm not wearing a friggin mask
and dealing with forced vaccinations. So here I sit saying FU to corporate America I'll sit on
my ass instead playing video games. They can't find workers huh? Gee I wonder why?

MaskTard

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

Some facts that have not changed since 2019 outbreak

It's a bioweapon not a naturally occurring virus - gain of function confirmed
It's a gene modifying cell therapy not a vaccine - first time used on humans
It's only approved an experimental authorization; it's not FDA approved
It's unproven read as potentially unsafe since over 5,500 Americans have died after
getting the jab
It's not effective since Pfizer and Moderna claim it's not stopping transmission
Pfizer former VP Dr. Michael Yeadon warns people not to take the jab

Be Warned / Be Educated / Be Calm

Conservative Thought
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Speaking of warnings: full/final FDA approval of Pfizer injection will be in place by end
of 2021, despite phase 3 trials continuing until 2023. Likely Moderna too. The
applications have already been filed. Plan accordingly.

fewer

#

#
13 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I think I'm going to make a point of avoiding business, whenever practical, with employers
who require jabs or masks.

wootendw

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

It looks to me that natural selection is unfolding right in front of us.  The collectivists are
rushing out and getting the vax while trying to force everyone else to do the same thing.  The
vax as we all know is unproven and has had serious side effects for some.  The democrats
may in  fact be committing mass suicide.

https://www.infowars.com/posts/first-autopsy-of-covid-vaccinated-patient-found-spike-
proteins-in-every-organ-of-body/

Cloud9.5

#

#

https://www.infowars.com/posts/first-autopsy-of-covid-vaccinated-patient-found-spike-proteins-in-every-organ-of-body/
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14 Reply"

1 day ago

This injection is seriously very dangerous and a dice roll. My lunatic neighbor forced
her kids to get it and one was over last week. She looked like a zombie and I am not
exaggerating. We had to ask her a couple times to repeat what she said. TBTB are
trying to cover up just how dangerous it is.

Indelible Scars

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I hope so.
MagicHandPuppet

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

This is getting exciting...God is wonderful.
Fat Beaver

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Well He did warn us afterall.
jlmac

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

mRNA Technology pioneer says Vaxxed People
Shed The Toxic, Pathogenic Spike Protein To All
Those around them - Twitter Deletes His Statement

skizex

#

#

https://www.indiatoday.in/technology/news/story/mrna-technology-pioneer-says-covid-19-vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-protein-twitter-says-delete-this-1809062-2021-05-31
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14 Reply"

1 day ago

So the fact that there are multiple treatments that are more effective than these vaccines is
irrelevant to the conversation about mandatory vaccinations? The FDA is a corrupt
organization that is withholding cures in order to maximize Big Pharma profits and Deep
state vaccine passports for control measures. I don't see how all of this gets ignored?
Mandatory vaccinations goes away along with EUA vaccines with this information. Why isn't
anyone focused on this?

chubbar
#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

The odd thing here is that the FDA, specifically the FDA, usually goes in exactly the
other direction on safety and efficacy. Sometimes to the point of idiocy since
they know they have small trial sample sizes that won't catch everything.

I think CDC, NIH or both are major players in this particular shitshow. If I was to guess
I'd be looking at NIH since they very likely have the most to lose.

strych10

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

If the FDA gives full approval as to the 'safety and efficacy' of the mRNA jabs, I will
never again believe a f*cking thing they say.

There are plenty of anti-jab rants and resources out there, but this guy is a well
qualified physician and vehemently gives the mRNA jab advocates Hell.  He also
describes himself as "not anti-vax" - "I take vaccines all the time."

https://www.barnhardt.biz/2021/06/13/ferocious-call-out-of-the-covid-and-deathjab-
crime-against-humanity-by-a-canadian-m-d-pathologist-heart-inflammation-and-
young-men-dropping-from-heart-attacks-including-a-danish-soccer-player/

August

#

#

https://www.barnhardt.biz/2021/06/13/ferocious-call-out-of-the-covid-and-deathjab-crime-against-humanity-by-a-canadian-m-d-pathologist-heart-inflammation-and-young-men-dropping-from-heart-attacks-including-a-danish-soccer-player/
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

"My body My Choice" LOLZ

Every democrat core principall is a lie 

Peak Finance
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

They really mean it when they say "I want the government to give me your money."
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

14 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

They want you and your family dead. Either the COVID plandemic plotters and their
implementors die or you and your family die! choice is yours because it has come to that!

Cogito_ergosum

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

"Safe vaccine?"  Try a little informal survey.  Identify all the people you know personally who
have received the vax.  Then see if you can find out how many have had "medical problems"
since then.  

Almost everyone I know (know well enough to know if they were having medical problems)
have had some issue come in at about 4 weeks post-vax.  Unexplained anemia,
uncontrolled diabetes (previously well controlled), brain fog, severe skin allergies, etc.

I was never going to inject this experimental crap into me but between the Japanese study
just released via FOIA and my anecdotal data gathering, there's no doubt. 

Eternally grateful I set up my own shop 15 years ago and don't have to answer to "HR" or
"the boss." 

And no, I will never require my employees to get this. 

Investment Grade

#

#
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Very strange. People taking thoz jab that have the most severe side effects usually
show up 24-48 hours after the jab.

But with this jab NOT SO 

The spike protein in the jab gets into your blood stream and can attack 28 organs in
the body. People are also dying and having effects up to and beyond 28 days. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I know maybe a dozen people who've had the Killer Vax. Mostly older folks (50+).

Two said the reaction was so bad they thought they'd die.

One can barely walk.

One ended up in hospital. I don't know whether they're out yet.

krda

#

#
13 Reply"

1 day ago

The very first sentence in this "piece" would have you believe that the scamdemic was real
to begin with.  THAT'S the sort of narrative manipulation that pisses me off. 

InnerCynic

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Pretty Like an Ugly Girl

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

INDEED

It was the flu not Rona. 

CatInTheHat

#

#
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13 Reply"

1 day ago

To the extent that vaccines work, it makes no sense to require them as anyone can simply
get the vaccine and be protected and it wouldn't matter if they were exposed to an
unvaccinated person.  To the extent that they don't work, it makes no sense to require them
as they provide no protection.  Anything in the middle is just a mix of these two factors.

DecisionTime
#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

This is the logic many Karens struggle with..  I have had many conversations with
people about this, its a circular argument.

JZ123

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

"My body, my choice" only applies when silencing a fetus' heartbeat.
D.o.g.e.

#

#
13 Reply"

1 day ago

"In contrast, only 39% of Republicans approved of vaccine mandates at work."

Right here is the problem, those "Republicans" don't realize they're Demsheviks.  You can't
force medical procedures on unwilling patients.  By saying, take the injection or you'll be
fired, is blunt force.

VideoEng_NC

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Many Republicans have worshipped big business since the Reagan days. They're not
going to stop now.

krda

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

What happened to Democrats pro choice agenda?
bustdriver

#

#
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

democraps are hypocrites, there is no reasoning with these people.

 

Dor358

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a big evil plan and most people can't wrap their minds around it.

We have entered the end game.

hugin-o-munin

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago

People, no matter their political affiliation, need to wake the f*ck up and see where this is
headed.  If schools and businesses can mandate the jab, there is no end in sight and any
sense of personal freedom will be gone forever. 

If they can force you to get this vaccine, they can now force the seasonal flu vaccine and
any future vaccines that Big Pharma cooks up in their labs.  They won't care about people
having adverse reactions because the response will be "sorry about your luck, it is for the
greater good".

CosmoJoe

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

so?   The vast majority of Democrats are shitheads who believe it's their fundamental human
rights to order other people what to do, and to exempt themselves from the same laws.  

Nothing insightful about this "CBS poll"

TimeTraveller

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I stopped at "CBS"
FurnitureFireSale

#

#
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

And this article in ZH. "People Are Quitting Their Jobs At A Record Rate: What's Going
On?"   I'll tell you that number is going to grow.  Do you think you would continue to work for
a psychotic company management that would force you as a healthy individual, to
potentially put your life at risk for an experiment?  

TAKE THIS JOB AN SHOVE IT!

 

SansPeur66
#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

A hospital in Houston TX called Houston methodist decided to mandate the jab for all
its employees. 

117 sued and lost. They are appealing the decision, BUT THE REST OF THE
EMPLOYEES TOOK THE JAB. 

I have 2 roomies who were told to get jabbed. They did. This is happening all over the
place but instead of rising up people are stupid sheep and taking the jab rather than
lose their jobs. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Well I don't know, they want to give the impression that everyone else's getting it
and you're the problem, but on the other hand they admit that only 40-something
percent of Americans overall are "fully vaccinated." 

Known Fact

#

#

3 Reply"

1 day ago

True. 

41% have been fully vaxxed. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/people-are-quitting-their-jobs-record-rate-whats-going
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12 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Forcing employees to get a vaccine (which is still experimental) will ensure that more people
will leave the work force.  I personally would quit if my employer did that, and I would sue
the ever-living excrement out of them for it too.  We KNOW that this pandemic was a
scamdemic, and we were lied to by those in government that sought to use it for political
purposes.  Now we know there are effective treatments for this virus that doesn't require
vaccinations.  The DemonRats are pushing for a new civil war, maybe with some sort of vain
hope to vilify the Right in the process, but instead it will reveal them as the agents of evil
they always have been, and just wrapping their crappy agenda in a flowery box. 

fla5hfire
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Never quit, wait for them to fire you. 
The Cattle Rustler

#

#
12 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Of course.  All the little busybodies think it is their natural right to control the lives of others.

Disgusting little Kens and Karens / kommie apparatchiks.

If you haven't seen the movie, "The Lives of Others" about life under the East German Stasi,
you should.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

https://solarmovie.tw/the-lives-of-others/ Here is a link to a site which will link you to
an illegal download robbing Hollywood of their deserved compensation.

Make sure no to click on it.

Jeff-Smith

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Should I do that at work to be safe?
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

https://solarmovie.tw/the-lives-of-others/
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Reply"

1 day ago

Kevins not Kens douchemeister
Simple J. Malarky

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

Sure is a good time to be retired.
jim942

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry to tell you the selfish b*stards will spoil your silver years cleaning up their mess.
Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Mine are golden.
jim942

#

#

1 4 Reply"

1 day ago

GFY
Argon1

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

I read this article.

OBGYN explains why a COVID vaccine might affect menstrual cycles

They have no gdamn idea.   Add in clotting, myocarditis and countless other issues and it
becomes clear: This is a sick and twisted experiment.    

Every employer that requires this MUST assume liability for coercing employees to take the
poison.

 

Bank_sters

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

There is no legal path at the moment because OSHA punted on this until at least 2022. 
All the governing organs are operating in lockstep.  The time to be self-employed was
years ago.

Eigenmetric Knot Soliton

#

#

12 Reply"

1 day ago

Gotta wonder of the Dutch soccer player that had a heart attack on the field was due to the
jab.  You don't typically have professional athletes almost die on the field.  

get nothing and like it

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Guaranteed.
Indelible Scars

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

He did.

https://mobile.twitter.com/freddie1999/status/1403977788483375107

All_In_Check_Just_Kidding

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Happenstance.  Anecdote.  You know the drill.
August

#

#

https://mobile.twitter.com/freddie1999/status/1403977788483375107
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10 48 Reply"

1 day ago

It's not just Democrats who support mandatory Covid jabs - I'm not, either.

Your rights end where mine begin.  My kids are already required to have a bunch of vaccines
in order to go to public schools.  I'm guessing yours are as well.  

Add this to the list.

The firm I work for is also requiring the Covid vaccine in order to return to work downtown,
which I fully support.  Not interested in sitting next to someone who's not vaccinated.

yield curve control
#

#

32 5 Reply"

1 day ago

All the animals died within three months.  This experiment is ongoing.  
Gone

#

#

17 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Downvote the truth if you like.  
Gone

#

#
14 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't worry about downvotes.  That shows that you are over the target.  Being
liked for not standing up to help others isn't exactly noble.

Countrybunkererd

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd they are going to die...they want you along for the ride. 

Makes em not feel so stupid and gullible.  

NoPension

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd they are going to die...they want you along for the ride. 

Makes em not feel so stupid and gullible.  

NoPension

#

#
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17 5 Reply"

1 day ago

And we TRULY don't want to be near your shedding shell either.
Countrybunkererd

#

#

21 4 Reply"

1 day ago

just because it might be legal to force a vax on someone does not mean you should
support it

get some ethics 

Garciathinksso

#

#

4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's how it's going with the 'vaxxed'.  In the club or get out.
Gone

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Play amongst yourselves.
Gone

#

#

12 4 Reply"

1 day ago

You don't trust the vaccine to protect you?
Ignoredumbasses

#

#

10 8 Reply"

1 day ago

The vaccines aren't 100% effective (get some education).

:-)

Tom Acrylic

#

#

20 Reply"

1 day ago

I assume you are vaccinated, if the vaccines work, what are you worried about if your
co-worker doesn't take the Jab? My body my choice, right?

gavelmedown

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They have had their genetics changed.  Different path.
Gone

#

#

1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Two different languages now.
Gone

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

See how it goes.
Gone

#

#

14 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Remember! Sunscreen only works if everybody wears it!

Cirdan

#

#

5 Reply"

1 day ago

It's about making everybody like them.
Gone

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Why not?  Did you suffer from this condition when the shot wasn't available (because it
didn't exist or you weren't eligible)?

Mr. Bones

Not interested in sitting next to someone who's not
vaccinated.

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Most schools allow religious and medical exemptions. Why would you worry about
someone who is not vaccinated if you are? Aren't you safe? What are you worried
about then? This makes no sense at all.

Wise Limit

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Then stay home and leave the rest of us the fuck alone.

We'll let you know when it's safe to come out. Seriously, we will.

DennisC

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

And vice versa.  Except you didn't care about my rights and safety when you
expected me to go into work for 18 months while you cowered under your bed,
collecting stimmies and/or allegedly wfh'ing. 

And now that I already battled the virus for 17 hellish days, followed by struggling
through a 90+ day recovery, you want me to take unnecessary experimental jabs so
YOU can feel 'safer'?

Get rekt.  You can accept my t-detect.com immunity results or pound sand, I don't care
either way.

Hiros Edge

Your rights end where mine begin.
 

#

#

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Like crabs in a bucket.

Pulling down those who try to climb out.

2banana

#

#

http://t-detect.com/
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Vast majority of Democrats deserve to be shipped to North Korea.  They will like it there.
averros

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Tyranny.
IronForge

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Cool. Its not like they've been stealing elections like forever so you gotta believe a CBS pole
is going to be straight...

 

Up their arse

FurgetStHEkatZ

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

These retards also support "deniers" to be hauled off to reeducation camps for not believing
in the religion of climate change.

NumbNuts

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Real headline: Majority of Democrats are ugly, screechy haggards who are bitter about being
ignored by attractive members of the opposite sex and want to take it out on you through
Big .gov control

Movie at 11

Thought Crime

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

"Vast majority of Democrats are A$$holes"

 - There, I fixed the title for you

OldNewB
#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I think most Ds (and a good portion of Rs) have been scared senseless, not defending
just going off my experience . the MSM has done a heck of job

Garciathinksso

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Growing number of victims destroyed from the injection are being suppressed as well as the
doctors and professionals.  -  Being marked as medical misinformation.

Spike protein short term and long term effects cannot be reversed.

 

buckboy

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Imagine. They pay shit, abuse you, fire you. And now you take a vax? 

Which will probably kill you fast.

Let de Dems work with their vacs.

For 1 to 24 months.

Plenty of well paying jobs in 2022 for the hero's who said NO Thanks.

Might even be a better world.

webmatex

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Vaccine and Mask are very democrat.
buckboy

#

#

9 Reply"

1 day ago

‘I lost use of my hands for 3 weeks, so I was in real trouble’

Eric Clapton speaks out against the Vaccine… – CITIZEN FREE PRESS

 

BugMan

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

That's because most Democrat's are sheep and cant think for themselves. Most are
morally emotionally and mentality bankrupt aka useful idiots...

Treavor

#

#

11 Reply"

1 day ago

The oil industry is now starting to plan on having to replace 50% it's workers in the next
three years.

They are creating data bases of those who got the Frankenshot.

Depopulation is here bitches!

benb

#

#

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Gas & Oil Execs Planning To Replace ALL Their
Vaxxed Employees in 3 Years - WATCH

skizex

#

#

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/eric-clapton-speaks-out-against-the-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
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9 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

A highly published Heart and Kidney Doctor, told the the Texas Senate that additional
vaccines at this point will stop the spread by as little as 1%, this was a month ago.  Surely,
the number is much smaller now.  These people are completely nuts, they don't understand
science or they B WICKED EVIL.

MAGAMAN
#

#

9 Reply"

2 days ago

The vaccine is still not approved by the FDA.  The CDC have only issued the vaccines an
Emergency Use Authorization at this time.  

Weirdly

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

I'll be very surprised if the FDA doesn't give full approval to the "vaccines". 

Good for neonates, good for Grannie, and good for you 'n' me.

August

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

Just a bunch of refreshing goodness, eh? lol.
skizex

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

The FDA can only do so by violating their own policies. There is too much known
about adverse effects now.

1911A1

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Pushing The Vax is far more important than consistency. They can't have The
Great Reset unless most people are vaxxed... and, after The Great Reset, there'll
be no need to worry what people think of the FDA and CDC.

krda

#

#
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9 Reply"

1 day ago

Proving once again that Democrats are the real authoritarians. 
LauraB

#

#

4 Reply"

1 day ago

They are also warmongers
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

With extra pork for the party and clown suits compared to GOP.
Argon1

#

#

9 Reply"

2 days ago

!!!@On the Richie Allen Show in Manchester-England, Dr Rima Laibow MD stated: "The
Worst-Case Scenario Is That Everyone Who Gets The COVID-Lethal-Injection Is Dead
In 6 Months. The Best-Case Scenario Is That Everyone Who Gets The COVID-Lethal-
Injection Is Dead In 4 Years"!!!!!

Diamond66666

#

#
9 Reply"

1 day ago

If experimental drugs can be a condition of employment, anything can. 
Faustus B.

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

vast majority of Democrats support 1930's styled German Fascists Socialism!
venturen

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

My body, my choice....only in the killing of the unborn.
Chipper609

#

#
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

... when it's not actually their body, but the body of an innocent child.
LauraB

#

#

8 Reply"

2 days ago

Democrats are making it pretty clear they are not Americans.

Forcing people to take an experimental drug into their body as a condition of living?

Yes, it is just a job right now.  Or admission to a park in new york.  But soon enough it will be
a condition of buying food.

Think about what kind of monsters your Democrat neighbors really are.

And it is not just this jab.  It is all the ones that follow too.

snblitz

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Remember when libs would urge you to "resist!" or "question authority?"
Known Fact

#

#
3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

They have twice as many standards as real people do -- because all their standards are
double.

Cirdan

#

#

8 Reply"

1 day ago

The vast majority of my clients are Democrats. They bought into the COVID panic hook, line,
and sinker.

And, yes, they are all requiring the 'jab' to interact/work with them.

El Chapo Read

#

#
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7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

So you work with the mentally ill, clients, also known as patients?

fxrxexexdxoxmx3

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

What cowards.  People are such fraidy cats.

 

Drowsapp123

#

#

13 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Sorry to post this twice, I hate that. But who else am I going to tell?  I work for
(((similarly-minded))) people. They just made it mandatory for a candidate to have the
vax before I can consider hiring any new sales reps. However, they won't let me post it
on LinkedIn that we won't consider you unless you're vaccinated, I'm just supposed to
work it into the conversation and not proceed with anyone who didn't get it. I keep
pushing them to let me post it in the sunlight so that everyone can see what we're
doing so we don't waste people's time but no, they'd rather be subtly evil about it.

I work from home and they're considering asking all employees to get it, including me,
at which point I will quit and their top-line gross will immediately drop by 25-30%
because that is what I represent to them. (Actually it's closer to 45-50 but not all
accounts will close w/o me.)

They also know that I have 30,000+ LinkedIn followers and they have to know that I will
go incredibly scorched earth on them. Oh plus God is my employer so I don't need
them at all actually, and they know it. At least I'm in a good spot but man this is fucved
up.

whether underground

#

#

1 day ago

Vaccine Mandate Employee Letter Example

No authorship claim or copyright asserted...this letter just came to me in a bottle,
and I have no idea who might have penned it, nor can I possibly vouch for it, and
what you fine folks do with it is entirely in your own hands, as the Gentlemen of the

FurnitureFireSale
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Bar remind me I can proffer no legal advice in the matter, and do not so here...

Dear Boss,

Compelling any employee to take any current Covid-19 vaccine violates federal and
state law.

First, federal law prohibits any mandate of the Covid-19 vaccines as unlicensed,
emergency-use-authorization-only vaccines. Subsection bbb-3(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III) of
section 360 of Title 21 of the United States Code, otherwise known as the
Emergency Use Authorization section of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
demands that everyone give employees the "option to accept or refuse
administration" of the Covid-19 vaccine. (
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3 ) This right to refuse
emergency, experimental vaccines, such as the Covid-19 vaccine, implements the
internationally agreed legal requirement of Informed Consent established in the
Nuremberg Code of 1947. ( http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/ ). As the
Nuremberg Code established, every person must "be able to exercise free power of
choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter
involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision" for
any medical experimental drug, as the Covid-19 vaccine currently is. The Nuremberg
Code prohibited even the military from requiring such experimental vaccines. (Doe
#1 v. Rumsfeld, 297 F.Supp.2d 119 (D.D.C. 2003).

Secondly, demanding employees divulge their personal medical information invades
their protected right to privacy, and discriminates against them based on their
perceived medical status, in contravention of the Americans with Disabilities Act. (42
USC §12112(a).)

Third, conditioning continued employment upon participating in a medical
experiment and demanding disclosure of private, personal medical information, may
also create employer liability under other federal and state laws, including HIPAA,
FMLA, and applicable state tort law principles, including torts prohibiting and
proscribing invasions of privacy and battery. Indeed, any employer mandating a
vaccine is liable to their employee for any adverse event suffered by that employee. (
https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs#vaccine ). The CDC records reports of the

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3
http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/
https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs#vaccine
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3 Reply"

adverse events already reported to date concerning the current Covid-19 vaccine.(
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html )

With Regards,

Employee of the Year
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Actually,  OSHA flipped, and no longer require employers to report COVID
injection injuries. " As a result, OSHA will not enforce 29 CFR 1904’s recording
requirements to require any employers to record worker side effects from COVID-
19 vaccination through May 2022. "

If your employer forces you to take this and you die, my guess is he's off the hook
unless you made him sign legal forms that they won't sign to take responsibility. 

KyttenX

#

#
1 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't know if you are right, but suspect u r. Wow, the poop is going to hit the
fan very soon. I have thus far avoided the jab . . . no way in hell will I get  it
now.

Salzburg1756

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm old enough to remember when the left represented thought and consideration, and I'm
not even that old!

Sad how they've mostly turned into useless lemmings who are easily triggered.

Patmos

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Funny I’m 58 and I don’t ever remember that.
Befits

#

#

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html
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Reply"

1 day ago

They never have. They just faked it to convince the right to let them take over.
krda

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

My body my choice is ok for abortion but not for the death jab.  We'll see what happens this
fall.  Message to libtards, read about pathogenic priming.  

Aquilanoncapitmucas

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

So employer can force their employees to get shots, but they don't have the right to decide
if they want to make a cake for the alphabet people?  Women have the right to get an
abortion, "their body their choice" but they don't have a choice with getting the covid 
vaccine?????? WTF

silverbullet

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

That’s the new bullshit variant.  You’re endangering others if you don’t get a slow
suicide shot.  

Decoherence

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

By their own logic. Only if they don't get the vaccine.

css1971

#

#

Reply"

1 day ago

And that is INSANE logic

Our population is seriously dumbed down 

CatInTheHat

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Notice how the syndicate has cleverly and insidiously gotten everyone to start calling these
toxic gene altering injections "vaccines".

LeadPipeDreams
#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It is a hybrid vaccine/gene-therapy

the problem is the spike protein

Noktirnal

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

can employers also force women to carry pregnancy to term then?
Libertarian777

#

#

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Or the opposite.  
InnerCynic

#

#
7 Reply"

1 day ago

I call bulls hit. Should read 'vast majority of karens'.
wellwaddyaknow

#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

That poll measures MSM public penetration of the public disinformation campaign to keep
people ignorant to prevent people from making an informed consent for getting this
conditional, experimental vaccine. 

If the vaccine is so good why hide all the negative information about it? 

 

Gwar6.0

#

#
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

Exactly why I became self-employed 3 years ago.

I could see that corporate tyranny was fast approaching and got out as quickly as I could.

Death2Fiat
#

#

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Spike protein is very dangerous, it's cytotoxic (Robert Malone, Steve Kirsch, Bret
Weinstein)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du2wm5nhTXY

buckboy

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

There is nothing the programmed Grass roots "democrats" would not support if they heard it
from the "democrat" leadership.

They have already agreed to race-based genocide, so thats a pretty good indicator.

Vince Clortho

#

#
7 Reply"

4 days ago

What a novel way of saving social security and medicare. Getting the seniors to get
vaccinated first was a priority. I wonder why.

jim942

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago (Edited)

.

Automatic Choke

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du2wm5nhTXY
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1 Reply"

2 days ago

Me, too. Putting Covid patients in nursing homes when they knew the elderly were
the most vulnerable seemed like they were purposefully trying to kill off older people.
Then, they pushed the jab on the elderly and those with other health conditions first.
It seems like they are trying to 'fix' Social Security/Medicare and Obamacare by
killing off all of the elderly and unhealthy. Once everyone scared enough, naive
enough, or stupid enough to take it had already gotten it, they began forcing it on
healthy young people even though prominent scientists like Dr. Michael Yeadon and
Dr. Janci Lindsay have concerns about mass depopulation and sterilizing an entire
generation. 

LauraB

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)
$ %

For those who don't know, Dr. Yeadon was formerly a VP at Pfizer.

A Final Warning To Humanity From Former Pfizer
VP And Chief Scientist Dr. Mike Yeadon - They're
Trying To Kill, They're Coming After You And Your
Family - You Don't Need Vax, Masks Or Lockdowns
And Variants Represent Absolutely NO Threat

skizex

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

"My body, my choice"?

That certainly didn't last long.

I require jus prime noctre from my female employees under 30 now.

Just as legal as the jab requirements.

Jeff-Smith

#

#

&

https://ncrenegade.com/a-final-warning-to-humanity-from-former-pfizer-chief-scientist-michael-yeadon/
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7 Reply"

4 days ago

This is great news. I fully support all Democrats getting the jab too. Then in a few years as it
becomes apparent that they are an extreme health insurance risk,,,,,,,

He who laughs first.

cowdiddly
#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

I’ll continue to stay home and collect disability.   
Ben A Drill

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

Oh, you can stop at "CBS poll". That's narrative controlling subject matter meant to
brainwash and steer the public perception and opinion of what's really going on. Nice try.

FurnitureFireSale

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

I'm not doing it. Come get some. I'm in a decent state and will bring suit. This is a bridge too
far.

The_Central_Scrutinizer

#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago

The good news is, they're purging themselves from the voting pool finally.

Long on blood clots.

Mike Rotsch

#

#

4 Reply"

2 days ago

Don't kid yourself.  They'll be voting D long after they're dead.
Top Hat

#

#
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7 Reply"

2 days ago

If 51% vote that the other 49% should be killed or enslaved, what does that mean? Sounds
like they are pushing for total war and extermination.  

sun tzu
#

#

7 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)

Weak minds that cannot think and rationalize for themselves.  They believe whatever the
media and government tells them to believe all while denying the evidence and facts
surrounding them in the real world.  The children of this generation ("zoomers") will one day
not just laugh at their parents, but also pissed as shit that they were forced to lose of a year
of their lives or more because of mommy and daddy's irrational fears.

Captain Benny

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

Except a big reaction in about 25 or so years in parenting from zoomers.
someitguy

#

#

7 3 Reply"

2 days ago

This will be overturned...and the dems will have to pound sand once again...
Fat Beaver

#

#

6 1 Reply"

2 days ago

Look up this judge...it is rare his decisions are not overturned...
Fat Beaver

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Forced medical procedures with experimental drugs against a virus with a 1.8% mortality
rate...anyone else disturbed by that?

JohnGault

#

#
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2 Reply"

2 days ago

What's more disturbing is that mandating an experimental drug is ALREADY ILLEGAL
CatInTheHat

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

C'mon man. There's no law any more.
krda

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

The mortality rate is less than that... roughly 1% and the majority in that 1% bucket are
80+

Mighty Turban of Gooch

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

More like 0.1%.

In fact, even less, because the CDC said only a few percent of those 'dying with The
Covid' actually died of The Covid.

krda

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

When the long-term effects of the experimental gene therapies starts to heat up in the fall,
there won't be enough bridges to hang all of those who used coercion to lead the sheep to
slaughter.

jcarr5962

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

Vaccinated people should be placed in camps for stupidity and due to shedding. 
Vendetta1

#

#
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6 Reply"

2 days ago

Just say you are a Jehova's Witness.
2pac

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago

Claiming religious exemption is a trap. Please try to find a religion with a published
anti-vax doctrine. Really, please do, because I can't find one. Jehovah's Witness isn't
it. Check for yourself.

fewer

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Aren't COVID jabs experimental gene therapies which have complication rates somewhere
around the 3% mark?

But then, around 60% of people would happily execute someone when ordered to do so by
any authority figure (Milgram). These are the people you will end up shooting when they
come after you in a politically motivated mob.

You already have your AR-15 right?

css1971

#

#

1 Reply"

2 days ago

What’s an AR-15?

/s

Noktirnal

#

#
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6 Reply"

2 days ago (Edited)What is The Hedge

On December 17, 2020, Gallup polling found that 31% of
Americans identified as Democrats, 25% identified as
Republican, and 41% as Independent.

The article said 79% of Democrats approve mandatory vaccines by
employers. If the above is true, then that truly represents
approximately 25% of Americans. Not a very large group. My guess
is, there are far more people who do not want this jab than those
that do, and the full court press is on to change that. Never has
media been more complicit in a government scheme then they are
now.

 

#

#

3 Reply"

2 days ago

so when Biden's family TAKES money from foreigners for access to the USA
government...what is that?

venturen

#

#

Reply"

2 days ago

MONEY LAUNDERING. 
CatInTheHat

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

I know people rushing to get their children vaccinated.. Why???  How can you trust an
experimental drug brought to you by big pharma "saint" Pfizer? 

If a doctor told you you had a 99% chance of beating cancer, would you take
Chemotherapy?

JZ123

#

#
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12 Reply"

2 days ago

Answer: People are fvcking dumb.
OldNewB

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Americans are truly stupid. 

Now those children that are vaxxed are coming down with myocarditis and BLOOD
CLOTS

5 children have DIED.

There will be MANY MANY more before this is all said and done. 

CatInTheHat

#

#
6 Reply"

2 days ago

Wasn't that one of the action items of this hoax?

Algo Rhythm

If you thought the US had a polarized society before the virus
pandemic, division amongst political parties has been thrown into
hyperdrive in a post-pandemic world. 

#

#

6 Reply"

2 days ago

meds are now consumed based on the health profile of everyone except the patient

 

Garciathinksso

#

#

2 Reply"

2 days ago

Underrated comment
DecisionTime

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/you-thought-we-had-polarized-society-covid
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

I support forcing vax-mandators' heads into a swirling toilet bowl until they stop moving
onemorething

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

These arrogant buffoons conveniently forget that it is ILLEGAL to force anyone to have an
experimental medical treatment by whatever means, doesn't matter what the idiot judge in
Texas ruled.  If the "vaccines" actually worked (and they don't) why would a vaccinated
Democrat care whether everyone else gets one (or two) or not?  No one who pushes this
"treatment" will say.  Why is that?  Well, we know, don't we.

Whydah

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Poll also shows the educated are actually the uneducated sheep

ThatBoomerBoiii

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

These days, the more 'educated' you are, the less you know.

Around here, it's the blue-collar workers and very smart people who are avoiding the
Killer Vax. The midwits can't wait to get injected.

Frankly, I now can't help but feel that it would be great if it does kill off all the midwits,
because they're the people who make life hell for the rest of us.

krda

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Sheeple to the left to the gas chamb..., er, inoculation site.
TessieTickles

#

#
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

79% of Democrats agreed that employers should be able to force their workers to get
vaxxed

That's because 79% of the Dimturds got the jab.

Al Capone
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Misery loves company
CrabbyR

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

And because 79% of Democrats don't have jobs.
krda

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

If anyone finds an establishment that is discriminating against customers depending on their
vaccination status, especially if they are demanding to see your papers before you can go to
a special section or sit inside, it's your civic duty to go onto YELP and give them a One Star
ass pounding. Tell everyone their service and food sucks! Don't hold back, be sure to
mention they are little nazis enforcing vaccine mandates as well. Everyone needs to know
who these people and establishments are!

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/12/1026213/anti-vaxxers-negative-yelp-
google-reviews-restaurants-bars

chubbar

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

They will eventually censor you on Yelp and lower your social credit score !
Twisted Forklift

#

#

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/12/1026213/anti-vaxxers-negative-yelp-google-reviews-restaurants-bars
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

my body, my choice
Frank Booth

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Vast Majority Of Democrats Support Employers Forcing Workers To Get COVID Jab

Of course they do. The more people that are vaccinated, the more the sheep feel like they
did the right thing.

WRONG !!!!!

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

You can't hide.

It's fight or be enslaved.

Watch for the 'Theta Variant'.

Do NOT get entered into any vaccine databases. 

Jim in MN

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Good News, at least some folks are taking action to run thefucckkkingasssholelibtards right
thefucckkkout of business when they try to force their vaccines programs on us!

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/12/1026213/anti-vaxxers-negative-yelp-
google-reviews-restaurants-bars

chubbar

#

#

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/12/1026213/anti-vaxxers-negative-yelp-google-reviews-restaurants-bars
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

I never thought I’d say this because many in my family are vaccinated Liberals but I hope all
these POS Sheep die from their vaccines. BTW when you all start getting sick and dying
don’t ask me for anything TYVM...

tahoebumsmith
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

oh, theyll make sure to try to take us down with them.  they never liked themselves nor
anyone else

liberty2day

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Companies will be paying a premium for unvaccinated workers once the vaccinated start
dropping like flies.

jim942

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Imbecils.  About 10% US pop has had covid-19 by PCR test, and another 20% had it but
did not know since seroprevalence studies say 30% population have antibodies.  Thus 30%
population has natural immunity via exposure which is at least as good or better than a not
fully tested EUA vax which tries to mimic a similar immunity response.  It is idiotic to tell
these people they need an unnecessary and potentially harmful vax in order to work.  It is
especially outrageous to require this of medical personnel who have been exposed and are
immune.

Nelbev

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

The people pushing this from the top (e.g. Gates) aren't imbecils. They are evil. This
seems to be part of their Great Reset. I wish there was some way of finding out the
identities of the lunatic elites who constructed the Georgia Guidestones? Do these evil
individuals really intend to maintain the global population under 500,000,000? That
would mean killing off 90-95% of the current world population. Are these vaccines their
way of 'culling the herd'? There's no other explanation for what they've done.
Hydroxychloroquine or Ivermectin with zinc and other medicines would have saved
85% of those who have died already. And, acclaimed doctors/scientists like retired
Pfizer VP/Chief Scientist Dr. Michael Yeadon, Ebola vaccine coordinator Dr. Geert
Vanden Bossche, Nobel Laureate Luc Montagnier who discovered the HIV virus, and
many other real experts have called for a halt to the vaccines because they fear a mass
depopulation event either from sterilizing an entire generation or from future
autoimmune disease in the vaccinated or from immune escape (deadlier variants being
created as they adapt to the 'vaccines' similar to how super bugs are created by
over/misuse of antibiotics). 

LauraB

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

I think it is simply profit oriented.  CDC and WHO have been for years just vax
pushers for big pharma.  Would you not like a product that governments buy and
gov away free or force others to buy plus are given blanket liability waiver. If you are
under 70, higher chance you die of seasonal flu than covid.  These teenagers and
babies they want to vax are near zero risk, should they require helmets be worm by
everyone around clock to prevent accidental falling deaths?  All about profits and
like flu will have new variants every year and scare tactics forcing boosters. Pfizer
refused to sell vax in countries where gov did not grant liability waiver.

The first thing needs to be done is remove the blanket liability waiver, then big
pharma will not push if can get sued.  Next, firms which require vax as condition of
employment should be similarly held explicitly liable if a vaxed employee has a
vaccine injury inasmuch as any other work related accident.

Nelbev

#

#
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

I was told democrats are woke. But turns out they are just nazi like totalitarians.
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Lets hope the maimings and deaths come sooner than later so the rest of us who refuse this
biopoison have definitive proof that it is meant to kill us.  Hopefully only demonrats suffer ill-
effects.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

No problem, they'll blame it on Trump
rumcho

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Well color me shocked.  Yet Joe is not requiring the federal workforce to get the jab. 
Hmmmm

Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#
6 Reply"

4 days ago

I think gov requiring it is a slam dunk Nuremberg violation.

They hang you for those.

pods

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

But if they are going to push it, not mandate but coerce private sector to push it,
federal employees should have to get jabbed as well.  After all, it's the damn
government creating the problem,  as usual.  It's what government does best, screw
up life for everyone else.

Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

You can't mandate anything for Federal employers because they can't be fired if
they refuse.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Trump tried to diminish their civil service protections.  Wish he had succeeded.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I think because they aren’t FDA approved yet. They can’t mandate gov/military to get it.
But once they are approved, they would have the authority to mand

Husk

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

True, but they  quickly got private sector on board.  
Just a Little Froth in the Market

#

#
1 Reply"

4 days ago

Pfizer injection will be approved by year's end, likely Moderna too.
fewer

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrat = communist
Nona Yobiznes

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

GOOD THING DEMOCRATS AT BEST ARE 18% OF THE POPULATION. THEY WILL ALL BE
DEAD IN 2 YEARS..... 

RIGHTPOWER

#

#
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

So shocking that fascists are fascist.
Saluki

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Where is Antifa?  Shouldn't they be rioting in the streets over these fascist policies?  
get nothing and like it

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

In line, getting jabbed.
NoPension

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Nah, they've got a few more weeks of fully-funded vacay left before the 'cops' kill
another 'black man' and rioting season 2021 kicks off with a bang!

Ed Cell

#

#
6 Reply"

4 days ago

A list of companies that are forcing it should be added to a list so we can boycott those
companies forever. I will never buy a coke product the rest of my life. 

Scottfree7

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Can employers prohibit you from getting an abortion? Oh that's right, my body my choice.
Makes perfect sense.

Der Steppenwolf

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Vast majority of Demonrats got vaccinated. Why are they worried, they're vaccinated? We'll
wait for the side affects to kick in and the rest of us will be rid of these from the gene pool.
The future looks bright!

TheAntiGov

#

#
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

This is the sick, twisted, prog left.

They won’t ever stop...

Md4
#

#

6 1 Reply"

4 days ago

"You can mandate the jab, but if I get sick or die from it...I'll sue your azz into oblivion."  Said
the guy who is now on the super secret double probation list of staff that will be included in
the next reduction of force.

If employers can mandate drug tests, they can mandate anything you do to your body.

radical-extremist

#

#

1 1 Reply"

4 days ago

nope
The_Central_Scrutinizer

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Which is why this gets overturned inside of 2 weeks...
Fat Beaver

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Many are very overweight in my place of employment. I can foresee the outrage if that
unpleasant fact is brought up as a hazard by my employer. And weight loss is
mandated.  I rather wish it would occur, just to see the outrage.....

MeLurkLongtime

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

After the jab kills off millions of Democrats over the next several years, there will be many job
openings which Republicans can step in and fill.

Plus3dB

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

Republicans aren't usually pimps, drug dealers or welfare fraudsters so those and
similar positions may go unfilled if enough Democrats die.

TedW14

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Lol, there are plenty of Rep's getting the vaccine as well if "39% of Republicans
approved of vaccine mandates at work"

Canadian Gal

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Totalitarians gonna totalitate!

 

 

Barf Barfolo

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

these have to be about the dumbest employers. The smart attorneys need to be recruited
and will have a field day.

1.The vaccine is not a vaccine rather it is a gene modifying experimental procedure not
officially approved; you cannot sue the manufacturer. The literature which is supposed to be
discussed with patients but is not in violation of Federal law (informed consent) states that it
only may protect you and can still acquire or transmit covid. 

2. over 7000 deaths in the U.S. and tens of thousands of permanent injuries ; only 1% of
adverse affects are reported. 

3. The CDC was caught inflating covid numbers by 1600%; the PCR test according to the
inventor Kari Mullis who suddenly dies before the "pandemic" said it was only a lab tool and
not diagnostic quality. CDC approved a 40 cycle threshold which samples dead viral and
bacterial fragments and is over 95% false positive. 

5. now they have reduced it to 28 CT to make it look like rates have dropped. CDC website
says masks will not protect from viruses and offers NO peer rated studies for any of its
claims. CDC website says the most common cold virus is a corona type virus and can cause
a positive covid test and to check with your doctor.

6. A vaccine is only to be used after it has been tested for 7-10 years with virtually no injury
or death and has to offer better results and safety than existing treatment. Fail. Ivermectin
and hydroxychloroquine are nearly 100% effective and are forbidden to use by the CDC.

7. the survival rate for a 70 year old from covid is over 99% better than any flu. 99.9997 for
kids.

8. Your doctor has comitted a felony by not informing you of all the risks and benefits.

These employers are in violation of the nurenberg Code and numerous crimes if they force
you to get a vax; sue the crap out of them.

Neo2021
#

#
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7 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

In 1976, Gerald R. Ford HALTED the Swine flu jab after 53 deaths 

Now there have been 5,888 deaths and 360,000 injuries 

Prior to the Rona any drug that killed up to 50 people was PULLED from the market. 

This is how STUPID people are now. This info is readily available. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Excellent point, totally agree. It's much much higher since most events here are not
reported. The European numbers are much accurate tens of thousands dead and
over 1 million permenantly damaged.I feel I'm living a dystopian nightmare without
end.

Neo2021

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Get a religious exemption.  You can sue them if they force you to vacinnate.  That's what I'll
do.

Instagator

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Watch how quickly employers change their mind if / when they discover they are not
immune from the litigation that stems from complications of said vaccine if they forced their
employees ( existing ones ) to take the shot. 

 

It's one thing to require new-hires to be vaccinated as a condition of employment.  Quite
another to mandate your existing workforce obtain it or be fired without being held
responsible for any reactions or side-effects said mandate may cause. 

nehumanuscrede

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

The fact of the matter is that roughly 70% of the country have still not taken their jabs
despite what their polls say. They can pull figures out the wazoo to make it appear as though
they're succeeding but clearly they're not since they needed resort to forms of bribery like a
lottery and free donuts to entice people to become big pharma guinea pigs.

Fluff The Cat
#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

While my employer may not require me to get it (and I've already told him I won't), some of
our clients may. And those clients will have to wait for the other tech at that point.

 

And, at a certain point after that- who is John Galt? 

deez_f_nutz

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Liberates are vulnerable to propaganda and they become self righteous marxists and
radicals.

BobyPadok

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

I do not believe the Gestapo media narrative any longer. 

If there are people that would choose these vaccines, they exist because they have been
brainwashed by this very media. 

steiner

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

I accidently typed Drudge which I stopped doing years ago..it happens you know..and it
announces ticker tape tape parade for health heroes..Drudge seems all in..anyway..who will
be the grand marshall Fauci or Daszack?

KuriousKat

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats would have approved of Dr. Mengele's experiments too. 
Xena fobe

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

We should've named it the Trump vaccine from the get go. Then there wouldn't be any
pressure at all to get the jab.

Caveman943

#

#
5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Looks like Democrats are lining up for these injections.

There is some strange psychological, self denying, self selecting, entrainment going on
here.  Almost like there is a split in vibrational frequency occurring in the human mass
consciousness.

freedommusic

For a father will be divided against his son and son against his
father, mother  against  her  daughter  and  daughter  against  her 
mother, mother-in-law  against  her  daughter-in-law  and  daughter-
in-law against her mother-in-law."

—Luke 12:53

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

The day my employer requires the experimental jab is the day I retire for good.

I've been itching for a reason.

OldNewB

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

split up the damn country! I despise liberals and have no desire to coexist with any of them
gilhgvc

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Just move out of the cities you should be safe.
bustdriver

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Between the left’s stance on abortion and the experimental treatments they crave, they are
exterminating themselves and I like that a lot.

BlackChicken

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

We are handing America over to “them” - though it was our ancestors who found
this howling wilderness that no one wanted and with blood, sweat, tears and toil
brought it to this flourishing land. And then we/they opened the borders...and they
demanded by simple vote that it be turned over to them.

The Changing US Electorate: Black, Hispanic and Asian registered voters historically
lean Democratic

In all 50 states, the share of non-Hispanic White eligible voters declined between 2000
and 2018, with 10 states experiencing double-digit drops in the share of White eligible
voters. During that same period, Hispanic voters have come to make up increasingly
larger shares of the electorate in every state. These gains are particularly large in the
Southwestern U.S., where states like Nevada, California and Texas have seen rapid
growth in the Hispanic share of the electorate over an 18-year period....

In total between 2000 and 2018, 10 states saw a 10 percentage point or greater
decline in the share of White eligible voters. In Nevada, the White share of the
electorate fell 18 percentage points over almost two decades, the largest drop among
all 50 states. The decline in the White share of the electorate in Nevada has been fairly
steady, with a comparable percentage point decline observed between 2000 and 2010
(10 points) and 2010 and 2018 (8 points). California has experienced a similarly sharp
decline in the White share of the electorate, dropping 15 percentage points since 2000.
This has resulted in California changing from a majority White electorate in 2000 to a
state where White voters were a minority share of the electorate in 2018 (60% in 2000
to 45% in 2018), though they still are the largest racial or ethnic group in the
electorate...

https://www.amren.com/news/2020/09/the-changing-racial-and-ethnic-composition-
of-the-u-s-electorate

NAV

#

#

https://www.amren.com/news/2020/09/the-changing-racial-and-ethnic-composition-of-the-u-s-electorate/
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

the vast majority of people conflate/confuse Covid  to real diseases like polio or measles -
I blame the MSM /.gov mostly. 

why is it so hard to understand that not everyone should  automatically get the jab?

It is not my job to protect your health - I know that sounds cruel but that is how medicine
has always been practiced 

 

Garciathinksso
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

The vast majority of Americans are retards just like you are.
HerbHover

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

The Dems that responded to this poll certainly lend credence to your statement.
Only Way Out

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Actually this is a wakeup call, DOCTORS DON"T GIVE A SH IT!!!!!!!  They collect their
bonuses from big pharma, follow procedures written by bean counters, and try to avoid
difficult patients.   They avoid any treatment that requires customization or work on the
patients part.  To be fair most patients have very little desire to sacrifice for their health,
and doctors don't put much effort in either.  It's a system in freefall, as modern society
grinds away at our countries health.  If a treatment is cheap and has any risk to the
patient it is discontinued immediately and replaced with a much more expensive and
dangerous option where the risk is hidden away in big data, they refuse to analyze.  

MAGAMAN

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

The graphene in the vaccine is distributed throughout the body, and especially the brain,
protected from the immune system by the lipid capsule.

1-The start of the high frequency 5G emissions will make the graphene oxide resonate,
which will break the lipid capsule and will be free.

2-Graphene oxide will produce thrombi, ischemia and all kinds of sudden death in a part of
the vaccinated population.

3-The part of the vaccinated population, at least for as long as it manages to survive, will
have graphene oxide directly implanted in their neurons and will be radio-controlled.

The magnet challenge shows that a vaccinated person is a dissident army soldier, but it may
be that, if he does not die shortly, he will change sides when the dark side acts. It does not
hurt that the vaccinated get used to a cap or hat lined with aluminum. It can also help them
get used to taking acetyl-cysteine, without a prescription in pharmacies. This molecule
separates oxygen and graphene and allows the immune system to eliminate it more easily.

Marrubio
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

They can get away with it because most of the public is under mind control.
benb

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

The vaccines by themselves wreck god's gift of humanity, heavy metals cut the soul
off from your senses and make emotions meaningless.

MAGAMAN

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

No doubt, they've been weakening our core defenses by many paths, no reason to
give them another whack at us.  You could be right, but this level of cynicism isn't
required to know better than to let them have access to your body.  Of course, the food
supply is difficult to cut ties with, but water can be distilled, and air can be filtered.

MAGAMAN

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

so the lessons of ww2, Nuremberg Protocols and all, the new soviet marxist left wants to
jettison all that?

 

can we jettison them instead?

 

why is it always a war against humanity with the left? 

liberty2day
#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

I got vaccinated but advise people not to get it. I see my doctor this month about non-stop
stomach growling that started about three weeks after I got the jab.

Normal

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Sorry for your pain and suffering.  Please update here on your progress. 
kscubfan

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

There are consequences for poor decisions. No doubt your doc will say your condition
has absolutely nothing to do with the vaccine. Then what?

Befits

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

A coworker and his wife got the vaccine, they both felt sick for almost a week, the
injected arm was numb and not usable. He called the Dr and he said it has nothing to
do with the vaccine...paid off shills

 

Dor358

#

#
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5 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

They are basically going for the Black Mirror episode where you get completely ostracized
from society if you don't CONFORM. 

 

ronin12
#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

The question is.. do you want to live in a society that demands this level of conformity`?
NIRP-BTFD

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

What Democrats don't get is that most Republicans/Libertarians don't care. We are not
conformists/collectivists. We are critically thinking individuals. Also, the elected officials
are NOT our leaders. They are supposed to be our representatives. They work for us.

LauraB

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

So how much further behind can the mark of the beast be with this crowd?
Everybody All American

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

So 3 ideology categories, "moderate", "conservative", and "not sure". So they implicitly put
liberals under the "moderate" category, which they most assuredly do not belong to. That
way they can say that most moderates support mandatory vaccinations. Garbage poll.

Nona Yobiznes

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

If they insist on putting people into ideological categories then "Lunatic",
"Conservative", and "Neither" would be more accurate. 

PainterLoki

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

Gas & Oil Execs Planning To Replace ALL Their
Vaxxed Employees in 3 Years 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/

 

 

BorraChoom
#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Wow!
NoPension

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

If it was a real pandemic, it would not be divisive right?
Sprumford

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

If it was a real pandemic most of us would already be dead.
Ed Cell

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

A vast majority of Conservatives have had enough of this BS and believe the only way out is
through violence.  

If there was another way like secure, uncompromised, and non-rigged elections, we'd prefer
that route instead.

 

Dulind

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
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5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

The worst thing one of the unwashed can do to the state is to disobey it. The more public
you disobey the state the more they hate you.

Der Steppenwolf
#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

This is absolutely not surprising at all. Democrats, at least in their current form, tend to be
stupid, weak, scared lemmings.

Indelible Scars

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

CBS “news” is not exactly a credible source.  Just good propaganda pushers.
SMC

#

#

5 1 Reply"

4 days ago

What about the D Variant?  Let me guess, the jab works wonders……..Not.   
Ben A Drill

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

The latest data seems to indicate that among those hospitalized with the Delta variant,
the vaccinated are dying at higher rates than the unvaccinated.

ggm

#

#

5 2 Reply"

4 days ago

This judge is one of the most overturned judges in the federal system...he is a running joke
to the higher courts...it will be overturned and then serious lawsuits will commence...

Fat Beaver

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Lol...look him up...you guys really get sensitive when someone challenges the doom
porn...

Fat Beaver

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

The summary judgement will probably be overturned, so that the plaintiff employees
are allowed to have a trial and make their case, but I doubt the courts are going to
ultimately side with them.

Quia Possum

#

#

1 1 Reply"

4 days ago

They have to side with them...this goes against hippa for one and the constitution...it
may be fast tracked to scotus.

Fat Beaver

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Their entire filing is based on the EUA/experimental/Nuremberg argument. This 
will be mooted by unelected FDA bureaucrats by the end of the year when they
grant full/final approval to the Pfizer injection (and likely Moderna too). The BLAs
were filed with the FDA weeks ago.

Roberts is probably smirking at the thought of slapping down the suit without
hearing it.

fewer

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

I really hope these vaccines result in endless ADE. A world without Karens and Democrats
would be bliss.

Merandor

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

79% of Democrats agreed that employers should be able to force their workers to get
vaxxed.

Should have passed out NAZI armbands to the 79% of democrats seeking forced vaxxes.
 

 

Dogbreath15
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

The numbers that jumped out at me were, " 39% of Republicans approved of vaccine
mandates at work". 

Canadian Gal

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Nobody ever said every Republican was smart.
_0000_

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

I wonder if a dose of ivermectin taken the day you are forced to take the jab and every day
for five days after will deactivate the kill shot? 
 

The kill shot is just time delay Covid after all. 
 

Any medical folks care to comment ? 

quietdude

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

It is amazing how readily people embrace fascism, i.e. using government to subvert other
individuals' personal choices.

ar8

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

4 days ago

I just read about an 18 year old Italian girl who took the vax on the first day that Italy allowed
them for under 18.... immediately had cranial blood clots and died.  These experimental
"vaccines" are the most dangerous "vaccines" in history.  There is something very sinister
going on. https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2021/06/11/18-year-old-dies-after-having-
astrazeneca-vaccine_b21d3fa4-bb47-4d75-b5e6-620d0aeefd84.html

Plus3dB
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Do democrats not even know how vaccines work?  If you are vaccinated against an illness,
then you will not get that illness. If you are vaccinated it doesn't matter if you are around
someone who is not vaccinated. Are we never going to reach peak stupidity? 

That being said, if TPTB think the job quit rate is high now, they have not seen anything until
employers try to mandate an experimental vaccine for a low mortality virus.

Whoa Dammit

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Demtards will do anything they can to increase the unemployment rate and hyperinflation to
make the 99% dependent on them.

Instagator

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats believe there was a pandemic.  Democrats do not know the vaxxine is of the
Mrna type.  Democrats believe the vaxx is safe and effective.  

 

Xena fobe

#

#

https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2021/06/11/18-year-old-dies-after-having-astrazeneca-vaccine_b21d3fa4-bb47-4d75-b5e6-620d0aeefd84.html
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

Hoping to not have to choose between retirement and da jab.  When is peak-Karen so
liberty can return?  I hate mandates and there are dozens of well-documented reasons to
resist everything COVID.  

Pappy Van Ruger
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

The Karens have all taken the serum. Sit tight and get some popcorn. It's going to be a
wild ride. 

The Cattle Rustler

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

You MUST get that Jab... but keep your hands-off of my womb!  It's My body (and so is
yours)!

If only they could see themselves how we see them!  HYPOCRITES through and through!

...and they'll sick the Drag Queens on your children to read stories to them about the
Rainbow.

motoXdude

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Funny, since the vax (at least the lipid portion) ends up collecting in the ovaries (and
bone marrow) after 48 hours.

it was claimed the vax would remain at the injection site.

Noktirnal

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

Yep.

They claimed that the spike protein STAYED at the injection site. 

That is a LIE. It gets into the blood stream and attacks 28 different organs in the
body. Especially the ovaries. 

Which is why there have been over 1000 miscarriages still births and extremely
heavy bleeding and clots the size of fists at menstruation. 

CatInTheHat

#

#
4 Reply"

4 days ago

The experimental gene therapies are toxic so don't be a democrat.

Dr. Byram Bridle Blows Whistle On Extremely Concerning Japanese Study On Vaccine
Lipids & Clotting

https://www.bitchute.com/video/N5UAQT3s31TY/

 

https://thehighwire.com/videos/covid-scandals-hit-the-mainstream/ (45:00-1:02:00)

19331510

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

If you'll take a jab you'll s*#k a d!#k.

My body my choice. To the death? So be it.

motorboating sob

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Eventually somebody is going to get a jab because their employer mandated it, and sue
them for the lifelong disability it caused.  Suddenly mandatory jabs won't seem like such a
good idea.

Atam Gits

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/N5UAQT3s31TY/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/N5UAQT3s31TY/
https://thehighwire.com/videos/covid-scandals-hit-the-mainstream/
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Immunity.  No - not immunity from covid from the vaccine.  Employees and pharma
and the FDA are all immune from your lawsuits.  Nice try.

 

Shows you how safe they are.  So safe - you are required to risk your health - but the
pharmaceuticals won't risk liability.

2pac

#

#
3 Reply"

4 days ago

Everyone involved with getting the vaccine to you has had their liability waived under
the PREP Act.

This includes everyone from the government planners of the vaccine program down to
the doctor, nurse or even pharmacy intern who injects you.

None can be sued in federal or state court, unless they willfully tried to harm you.

On March 17, 2020, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) published a declaration under the 2005 Public Readiness and Emergency
Preparedness Act (PREP Act) to provide liability immunity for activities related to
medical countermeasures against the COVID-19 pandemic.

BorraChoom

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

I'm not so sure a "declaration" by HHS really has all that much legal standing. 
The Cattle Rustler

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

They can be SUED for FRAUD and deliberately causing HARM

 

Prior to the Rona a drug was PULLED if it killed more than 50 people 

This has killed 5,888. It has injured 360,000 and these numbers climb WEEKLY 

THEY KNOW THAT WHAT THEY ARE DOING IS KILLING AND INJURING PEOPLE!!

CatInTheHat

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Those NAZI employers are going to find themselves with a lot of new competitors.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

We don't understand how Nazi Germany happened.

 

YES YOU DO! Look outside. 

1CSR2SQN

#

#

1 3 Reply"

4 days ago

Stumpee's Beer Gut Pusch was no Beer Hall Putsch

Mein Dummkopf vs Mein Kampf

ZHakespeare

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

If you thought the US had a polarized society before the virus pandemic, division amongst
political parties has been thrown into hyperdrive in a post-pandemic world. 

 

~Here lies the true motive.  Further division, further confusion and less change of the power
structure.  Keep us tax cattle pointing and yelling across the fence at each other.  Ugh -
history repeats over and over and over

Stalking Wolf
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Given a large percentage of Democrats are actually militant Socialists/Communists that
would like to exterminate their political opposition, one has to question their concern for the
health of Republicans that dont want to be guinea pigs for experimental vaccines.

Remember these are the "my body my choice to exterminate unborn children" people.

GhostOLaz

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Morals either rise or they decline - like Empires...
NAV

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

The vast majority of democrats don't have real jobs so don't have to worry about being
forced to get a jab

blitzpeace

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats hold many insane beliefs, but one of them is the idea that Person A owes Person
B something simply for occupying the same space, whether that be a country, state,
company, etc. (although it only goes one way - the Democrat never owes anyone else
anything that he doesn't want to give).  This poll is just an expression of that belief.

DecisionTime

#

#

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/you-thought-we-had-polarized-society-covid
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

Recruiter for top Oil & Gas companies claims that companies are planning to have to replace
all vaccinated employees within 3
years:  https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/  

PhilLeotardo
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

I hope the depopulation theories are true.  
Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats loves fascism.
jetty

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Hopefully they start mutating soon.
jetty

#

#
4 Reply"

4 days ago

Please step away from the programming device
cccmachine

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

The SCIENCE says STOP these experimental drugs NOW!
Weihan

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/HKpABJ2D9bRF/
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4 3 Reply"

4 days ago

Indeed, granpa is getting lectured by his grandchildren and children here. None of them
want to read the material I have.   They learn their positions from school or tv.

Sigh

Mustafa Kemal
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

That's so true. We have a large population who get their political, cultural and health
information from Facebook. Very sad. We can clearly see the results all around us.

Johnny.dot

#

#

4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

They would be complicit to murder.......

ThatBoomerBoiii

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Of course the dems want you to get the jab., demo crap pundits are pushing that
conservatives are not getting vaccinated. 

ever4lasting

#

#
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

The “vast majority of Democrats” account for MAYBE 25% of voting age Americans if you
want to be REALLY generous, so can we we PLEASE stop framing the “national
conversation” in the context of Democrat vs. Republican? 

In a recent March 2021 national poll, a whopping 50% of Americans identify as
Independents and yearn for a third party!  The highest in national history!  

https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/national/poll-half-of-adults-identify-as-
independents-desire-for-3rd-party-at-record-high

Looking for “unity”??  Well, there it is!!  The half of America that loathes both Parties!!

If Trump really wants to transform America, he needs to launch the Patriot Party for 2022
midterms, get the other 50% of voters who don’t even bother with elections to show up with
the Independents, and put a dagger through the hearts of both of these corrupt-to-the-
core, wheezing dinosaurs for good!!

66Mustanggirl
#

#
3 Reply"

4 days ago

jared and ivanka said no

onemorething

If Trump really wants to transform America, he needs to launch
the Patriot Party

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I will never vote for Trump again

 

He started and continues to push the jab under operation warp speed 

CatInTheHat

#

#

https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/national/poll-half-of-adults-identify-as-independents-desire-for-3rd-party-at-record-high
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

If you have the vaccine what do you care if anyone else does??? Besides, it will only last for
a while and yours won't be valid either...

QuiteShocking
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Make me.
TessieTickles

#

#

4 1 Reply"

4 days ago

If you live in a Democrat controlled State, you need to move now!

Florida, Texas, Idaho, Wyoming, New Hampshire... 

Get out before you lose all your Rights and Freedoms.

TacoNasty

#

#

2 3 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Texas will turn democrat by 2022 the Republican party is dead. Trump killed it.
HerbHover

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

It's basically a uni-party now. Both totally corrupt.

Libertarian is the only way back, but the establishment and media won't allow
traction.

The country is gone folks.

OldNewB

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

100% correct
Dr. Drumpf

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

You commies just lost a mayoral race that had been Dem for over 20 years. 
Hispanic population.  Nice try.

InsaneSanity

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

No, stay and fight, there are more of us than them. Everyone piling  into 5 states
ensures the other 45 controls us.

chubbar

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

It is just a wet dream it will stop when you grow up.
HerbHover

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Abort that baby if you want to keep your job!
pods

#

#
4 Reply"

4 days ago

haha - we need one of those pithy "tyranny comes in darkness" lines for the NYT and the
Bezos Compost blog. But, but, but, Trump was the real threat. /s 

Victory_Rossi

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

100% Vaccination is More Important Than Your Individual Freedom

 

Estimates are it takes 4-18 months for the technology to kick in and start its deadly warpath
on your body. Once you get the shot there is no going back. Then, within a year or two,
we will start seeing astronomical numbers of cases where people develop serious
problems with their heart, kidneys, lungs, brain and other organs and then premature death.

100% Vaccination is More Important Than Your Individual Freedom – News With Views

BugMan
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Good link
Jeff-Smith

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

The only choice Democrats respect is the one to rip apart and unborn baby and pull the
severed parts out.  

Slaves advocating more slavery; socialist pond scum, ignorant morons who can't be
bothered with liberty, justice, or fiscal responsibility ~despite the hard numbers showing a
bleak future already.

Clown world.

Andro1345

#

#

4 1 Reply"

4 days ago

No employer can force you to have a non-approved vaccine. People need to get together
and lawyer up to put these little Hitlers in their place.

bidennotmyprez99

#

#

https://newswithviews.com/100-vaccination-is-more-important-than-your-individual-freedom/
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

I hate YouGov.  Used to participate to beef up Tulsi Gabbard's numbers.  They are among
the worst pollsters around.

Case in point: Ideology choices are 'Moderate' 'Conservative' and 'Not Sure'

Case in point: Only races are 'White' 'Black' and 'Hispanic'

Jim in MN
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Its very American, for the right sum, you can buy anything, even a public opinion. 
Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Very true.
Jim in MN

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats work??
The Carbonator

#

#
1 Reply"

4 days ago

Government, the majority enter civil service or unemployment and have that one job for
life.

Argon1

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Dems' "brains" are being reduced to MUSH at this very moment. Those prion-like spike
proteins in the jabs can NEVER be removed from their veins, and the prions are already
doing their dirty work.

Weihan

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

A majority of Democrats also supported the KKK and the lynch mobs. They looked the other
way as the trains were leaving for Auschwitz as well.

Chipper609
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

. 
Tillyoudrop

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Forward!
Shirley Yugest

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Corporatism. From the left. Imagine that.

 

Just don't call is fascism

Catullus

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

On the bright side: The DEMS have all been vaccinated. Numerous virologists say it's only a
matter of 2 to 3 years before their brains have become jelly by the prions in action. Look at
Biden! It's called "vaxxidental" BRAIN FOG!

Weihan

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

They want everyone along for the ride to hell. 

Makes them feel better. 

NoPension

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

I'm wondering how we tell the difference in democrats between now and when their
"brains" become mush?

Norsky

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

They'll stop bragging,
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

I imagine that the Demo politicians were told they were getting a saline shot not the
real Covid vax. Wouldn’t it be funny if Joe, thinking he was getting a saline shot as he
rolled up his sleeves for the cameras actually got the real Covid shot?

Befits

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Should be a nice mini-wave of businesses shutting down when their jabbed employees all
suddenly start dying.

MaF

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

This is one of many places to get info. This stuff is dangerous and will be life altering or
ending for some. The more I read the more I am convinced that no, I ain't taking it. We are
living in insane times.

https://thecovidblog.com/

Indelible Scars

#

#

https://thecovidblog.com/
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5 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

"The more I read the more I am convinced that no, I ain't taking it."

Same here. Said it before, and I'll continue saying it: The louder the chanting gets,
the more convinced I am that it should be ignored.

Only Way Out

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Nuremberg Code violation, let the lawsuits commence. Where are the talented enterprising
lawyers. 

DHS Fusion Center

#

#
4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Did anyone mention that Fauci is criminally insane, and has been lying about COVID since
he started funding the research many years ago? Lying.

Anyone who takes the shot after learning of Fauci's psychopathy is beyond help and needs
the vaccine. Anyone who took it prior to gaining that knowledge should begin suing him
now.

Speaking of suing... this is why these business' want to mandate the shot. Their in-house
counsels are ALL ADVOCATING for it. They are lying too. 

Lawyers. We've come full circle.

Alfred

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Only a matter of time. The push is on. Absurd.
pods

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

If I'm unvaccinated will cuomo refuse to be my governor?
DayWear

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

More lawsuits need to be filed against these dictator employers. More Rep Governors need
to step up and ban mandated vaccines and vaccine passports.

The science shows vaccines make no difference. The nurse's lawyer in Houston should have
made that clear to the pro-corporation judge.

Never One Roach
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

That’s because Democrats are paranoid psychochondriacs and Covid Nancy’s and think Big
Brother will protect them.

Cardinal Fang

#

#

4 2 Reply"

4 days ago

I'm going to wait until there are like 10 people left in my state who haven't gotten the jab,
then I'm going to sign up for the million dollar jab contest and hedge my bet with life
insurance.

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Since the vaccine is not FDA APPROVED you can not collect life insurance....

 

 

 

BorraChoom

#

#

3 3 Reply"

4 days ago

Loop hole.

 

I didn't die from the jab, I died at the carnival trying to win a prize 

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#
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4 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

I died at my keyboard while typing ZeroHedge comments.

Cirdan

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Blind respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

They are not Americans.

Cirdan

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Actually they are. This is our public education at work. 
Big Tech Is Evil

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

This is coming, weather you like it or not.

Bribe'm & co won't step up to the plate, but they will back door this... let the corporations
force their employees, deploy the social media propaganda unit with their censorship and
"fun to click" wuflu passport apps (keep clicking to win prizes! Mega points for every
"vaccine" you "upload"!!!) and, in the end, a bunch of red tape/supreme court rulings that
legalize medical tyranny.

toady

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

No shyte. The communist mantra is always "government/party knows best". 
Big Tech Is Evil

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrat's are very progressive with their intellectuality in tow through the stupidity pond. If
your a D-tard get shot one way or the other asap,

Falconsixone
#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

What would happen if they set up an outdoor table on the south side of Chicago with a
sign that said FREE SHOTS HERE ?

Cirdan

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

My business partner got the "vaccine". Should I up the amount his life insurance policy
pays? 

markovchainey

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Jury is out.  Experiment in progress.
Gone

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Yeah... that's why i'm not sure the extra premium payment is worth it. I'm not a
gambler. 

markovchainey

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

I would.
Indelible Scars

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I definitely appreciate other's thoughts, thanks! 
markovchainey

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

Is he critical to the business, or would he be easy to replace?
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Sure they do. They want everyone as sick and miserable as they are. They screwed up (and
are now discovering they chose poorly) and are furious that some people were right and they
were wrong.

_Conax_

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Logical conclusion.
Indelible Scars

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Good thing most of us are debt free and have a decent “FCkYu” stash.  We so need to start
and build business that bury the libtard trash.

SMC

#

#
4 Reply"

4 days ago

What happened to "My Body, my choice!" Beeches!!
Ben Tornilloed

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Liars, thieves, and hypocrites.

Is it ever any different with them?

Md4

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

You are supporting late term abortion by saying that...which is what they actually
want...which will segue into assisted suicide for children...

Fat Beaver

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Just more of the same. Low IQ spineless drama queen Dems following fake science and
being told what to believe and do. Pathetic 

wcole225

#

#

4 1 Reply"

4 days ago

Logic lost on Collectivist! 

If you took "gene therapy" and are protected, then why do I need "gene therapy"! 

tyberious

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Majority of Nazis support death camps and generous use of zyklon B on undesirables 
chinese.sniffles

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

And the jab is todays Zyklon B.
cbxer55

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Don't ever forget which President brought us the "vaccine.
Hugh Mungus

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

dems are trying to steal the credit ...but they cant ....

i hope everyone remembers ... maga!!

https://www.fox29.com/news/trump-takes-credit-for-covid-19-vaccine-i-hope-
everyone-remembers

Pandelis

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

At the time of vaccine development, who would you say was the most outstanding
voice of opposition to it?  Was this even a thing?

jlmac

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Jim Carey 
Hugh Mungus

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

When Nobel Prize winners (in medicine, epidemiology, and virology) warn about these
vaccines...    when my own doctor (and friend) warns me under his breath about the
vaccines...  and there is clear evidence that immune system disorders will occur, or ADE, or
heart inflammations, and all the test animals (EU) have died...  and we find Bill Gates in the
background with patents on this stuff...   

I do believe, horribly, and sadly, that huge portions of our population are going to be
dropping dead with bizarre illnesses in 6 to 36 months from this...    there's just too much
evidence and the media and leftists and globalists are pushing too too hard...  and civil
discussion is being deleted and stopped...   

ALL of that is a warning.  Pay attention. 

_0000_

#

#

https://www.fox29.com/news/trump-takes-credit-for-covid-19-vaccine-i-hope-everyone-remembers
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Well, look at it from the bright side. Those with the vaccinations are being genetically
permanently changed. You might even say that they stopped being an original human the
moment they were so stupid to receive the jab.

Secondly, let's wait if they drop dead after a couple of months or maybe even till a year or
two.

Thirdly, if they expect to make some healthy offspring, think again.

And the last, but not least, this proofs that the majority of the sheep are democrats or lefties,
commies, etc.

wimvincken
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

In other news, 79% of Democrats agreed that they helped to defeat the Soviet Union. 
HowNowCow

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Remember when democrats catch phrase was freedom?
argoz

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Sieg Heil Biden
ToWo

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

I vote the Aleutian Islands be designated a reservation for all Dem voters...Make Cruise
Ships Great Again!

charlie_don't_surf

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Here's some polarization for you:

https://kimatv.com/news/coronavirus/extra-dose-of-covid-vaccine-may-help-protect-organ-
transplant-patients

Incredible 8 Minute Interview By Canadian Doctor
That The Pathogenic Spike Protein Gets In The Blood,
Heart, Brain, Liver, Bone Marrow - Spike Is The Killer

skizex
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

The. Spike. Protein. Is. The. Pathogen 
CatInTheHat

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

So... Just to get this straight...

It's "My body, my choice" when we're talking about abortion, but when it comes to deciding
if you want to take an experimental vaccine, then, other people should decide for you.  Ok,
got it.  

SMH and roll my eyes.

BAAAAAAAAA!!!!! BAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!

Dovda Wimar

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

#CULLTHELEFT
CovidFloozy

#

#

https://kimatv.com/news/coronavirus/extra-dose-of-covid-vaccine-may-help-protect-organ-transplant-patients
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uFI9wplzp643/
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Its time for people to stand up to this. Money and the lack there of hurts companies, so how
about that we make sure that happens to them. Just like hospitals that lay off health care
providers for not taking the jab, those provider should offer their services to the public, and
to hell with the hospitals as much as possible. We must do that to all corporations that insist
on that. 

Vendetta1
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indian-bar-association-sues-who-
scientist-over-ivermectin/article_f90599f8-c7be-11eb-a8dc-0b3cbb3b4dfa.html

This should be happening here in the U.S. why are our Bar associations not acting in the
interests of the American people?

steiner

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

"The Bar"? You must be joking. 
The Cattle Rustler

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

That's like... hmm... Undemocratic?

lambda

Vast Majority Of Democrats Support Employers Forcing Workers To
Get COVID Jab

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Democracy doesn't mean freedom. It means mob rule.

 

Pretty Like an Ugly Girl

#

#

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indian-bar-association-sues-who-scientist-over-ivermectin/article_f90599f8-c7be-11eb-a8dc-0b3cbb3b4dfa.html
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Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

That's the kind of generalizations that lead my students to an F.

lambda

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Would rather wear the mask at work than get this despicable jab of an EXPERIMENTAL
JAB.   Since it has Faucci stain written all over it...and reeks of corruption and likely flawed
and grossly incomplete data....I would rather be fired....But then I am glad I no longer see
patients many of whom are paranoid and hysterical by this virus even though they are THE
LOWEST RISK around....I HOPE....HOPE beyond hope....that there are no long term
disabilities with this since my sons and daughter have gotten the jab semi-forced by their
companies.........

B52Minot

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

If we keep wearing masks, eventually it will become ridiculous and the mandate will be
dropped.   If we defy the mandate, it will give them an excuse to require vaxx
passports.  

Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

So you're saying, let's give up our rights until they decide to stop telling us what to
do.

 

You just keep thinking, Butch. That's what you're good at.

Pretty Like an Ugly Girl

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Beat them at their own game or jump in the trap they set.  
Xena fobe

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats are setting themselves up for liquidation.  
Prince Velveeta

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

who cares anyway? the elections will get stolen nevertheless!
rumcho

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

If the virus kills everyone, will the government allow the remaining Republicans to hold a
super majority for the next 20 years?

 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Never ever thought about living in Florida, but where I live now is so screwed up that I feel
like FL is now on my radar.

dondonsurvelo

#

#
3 Reply"

4 days ago

New Hampshire. Fewer hurricanes.
OldNewB

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Property taxes are horrible
Luapnor

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

As a native of FL, I can tell you we're plumb full.
IAmRunningMan

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

I wonder how many have escaped to Florida because of this bullshit 

DeSantis appears to be the only one to challenge these mandates and jabs. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

What dont people, democrats understand?

This was a campaign to get Trump out.

A campaign by big pharma to get emergency status to get the 1.9 trillion.

A campaign that benefitted hospitals and big pharma by having the coding be heavily
manipulated to create fear and with the reinforcing propaganda coming from the media.

Many of those $39,000 ventilators came from China and ended up in landfills.

The "vaccine is untested and does not protect you nor prevent you from getting covid 19.

The number of adverse events are staggering and in 5 months these vaccines have killed
more than all vaccines given over the last 20 years.

 Dangerous and  long term effects are not known.

But most evident, aren't they trying too hard to get you jabbed?

99.8% recovery is good enough for me.

 

Loanman26

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

That should be everyone's red flag

WHY are they pushing the jabs so hard? 

CatInTheHat

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

I have to ask - what is going to happen to the US citizen Democrat voter base when flu
season starts?

Just asking for a friend.

Andre
#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Get your popcorn ready.
duck_fur

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

PATHOGENIC priming and CYTOKINE storms? 
CatInTheHat

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

PROOF once again that the DEMS really do constitute an alien species.
Weihan

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

When this party of Demon-Rats is a Maoist, Bolshevik party of crap is it any wonder they
favor pure totalitarian authority? I hope they all got there Jab, in another 8-24 months we
won't have to worry about these Rat-Brains, they will be tapping out.

leodogma01

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

And, I support THEIR execution.
razorthin

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

CBS Your Gov  Poll..err ok...
KuriousKat

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

CBS is Dem backed and GATES Big pharma funded. 
CatInTheHat

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Understandable.  In Democrat strong holds (big cities), valedictorians have gpa's under 2.0...
and can't spell valedictorian... why would anyone expect them to understand the finer points
of epidemiology?

Bdubs

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

the valedictorian here at our blue state school has a 4.0 and just got accepted at
Harvard med. Guess again Chumptard.

HerbHover

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

LOL, you know many harvard med grads?

 

big whoop. 

InflammatoryResponse

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Given the current status of Corp run healthcare that's not saying much 
CatInTheHat

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Same party as the ' National Socialist German Workers Party ' .
tilegod

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

The Robing Room - Where Judges Are Judged

Hon. Lynn N. Hughes

grunk

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Of course they do!  MY body MY choice only applies when they want it to.  In point of fact
when the totalitarian little brown shirts use the word MY they mean it as in YOUR body
belongs to THEM.

acheron2016

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

It is 1984! Save yourselvs! 
starman

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

This will go to the Supreme Court.  Who would be be held liable if there were serious
statistical death rates in 2 years from compromised immune systems?

SoDamnMad

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Nobody. The Fed will just print the hush money and hand it out. It doesn't cost them a
thing.

OldNewB

#

#

http://www.therobingroom.com/Judge.aspx?ID=996
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4 Reply"

4 days ago

"This will go to the Supreme Court."

Probably. And we'll lose. Prepare accordingly.

"Who would be be held liable if there were serious statistical death rates in 2 years from
compromised immune systems?"

Say it with me now: Terrifying. New. Variants. The only people that will be held "liable"
for anything will be the unvaxed. 

Only Way Out

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

As if the SC is not onboard with this insanity. All institutions are compromised. Please
quit chasing butterflies.

Shits real.

Twisted Forklift

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

wait until they come up with a vaccine against homosexuality
Dr. Venkman

#

#

3 1 Reply"

4 days ago

It'll be against heterosexuality.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

ultimate backfire. dammit.
Dr. Venkman

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Only a full-scale REVOLUTION 2.0 can save the American people from these satanic
monsters.

Weihan
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

We're in for a full blown Zombie Apocalypse.  Never would have imagined,  but it's
crystal clear in my head.  They'll be chasing us down with needles, or turning us in to
the " authorities ". 

Ok, better come correct. 

NoPension

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Just take a quick look at this one. Takes a few seconds to get it and there are many such
cases. It sort of makes me want to laugh but I'd feel bad if I did. I can pretty much
guarantee that the Gates family aren't taking this so-called vaccine.  

https://thecovidblog.com/2021/02/20/brittany-hall-perez-facebook-instagram-deleting-
adverse-effects-posts-of-mrna-recipients/

Indelible Scars

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

2 words: Experimental medicine 
A. Lee Ess

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Are you sure it's medicine? It is experimental, though.
LauraB

#

#

https://thecovidblog.com/2021/02/20/brittany-hall-perez-facebook-instagram-deleting-adverse-effects-posts-of-mrna-recipients/
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny Testifies to Ohio Congress: Protect Medical Freedom

https://www.bitchute.com/video/a6se618yx9Wh/

hugin-o-munin
#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Then they should support not allowing abortions, they should support a company forcing
you to take adhd meds to improve focus and speed to increase your productivity, A lot of
drugs kill your appetite. Lets get eveyone on some of those and get rid of lunch breaks. Why
stop there? There are limitless possibilities. 

overbet

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

meth at work for everyone!!!

just think of the productivity gains the BLS can conjure up

zerofucks

#

#
3 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats are the enemy of the people and should be dealt with accordingly.
muhfugger

#

#

3 1 Reply"

4 days ago

Employers can't force you to do anything except look for another job.
HerbHover

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

just here to look for pro vax trolls to permanently ignore.
buzzsaw99

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/a6se618yx9Wh/
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Leftists want control over every aspect of your life. This was true decades before CV; please
don't act surprised.

Keep your laws off my body.

Only Way Out
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Unless it is a women's body and in that case lawyer up asshole.
HerbHover

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

We can trade shot-for-shot . . . I go first!
Zork

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

If the business wants to do something supported by the state then their power is limitless. If
the business wants to do something not supported by the state then it is unconstitutional. 

Der Steppenwolf

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Vaxxident's will happen....interesting interview with Clif High, regarding a creeping 'brain fog'
that will be attacking everyone who got the Vaxx, in the next 24-months....

https://rumble.com/vigdu1-vaxxxidents-dark-agenda-chaos-biden-admin-collapse-clif-
high.html

The Ordinal Numbers

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

It affects some much quicker than 24 months. I have seen it personally.
Indelible Scars

#

#

https://rumble.com/vigdu1-vaxxxidents-dark-agenda-chaos-biden-admin-collapse-clif-high.html
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Reply"

4 days ago

Interesting, as there was a poster here in ZH describing this very thing, he could not
remember certain words needed for his profession, he could remember the concepts
behind the words, but the actual words, he could not recall.  Very frightening post ,
actually.

MeLurkLongtime

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Brain Fog?  Did Biden take the vaccine a couple years ago? 
kscubfan

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

The autoimmune disorders and other problems caused by this experimental jab are going to
be mind blowing. I have heard estimates of 50 million people are going to die off the US
alone. 3/4 of them Democrats.

Scottfree7

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

polls are fake.
Pojihut

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Democrats support and want to force the jab.

Sure, they want everyone else to be zombified like they are.

_0000_

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

" 39% of Republicans approved of vaccine mandates at work". 

Clearly a lot of Rep's want the same thing as the Dems.

Canadian Gal

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

RINOS

60% do NOT.

_0000_

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Eric Clapton talks about his experience with the "vaccines"
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/eric-clapton-exclusive-amp-uncensored-oracle-
films_sRLffGdVXdzxd5N.html

Plus3dB

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Why don't people get that the very nature of this pandemic as heavily POLITICIZED means
it's FAKE???

I am not at all surprised by this. Although I keep in mind that this is a TINY segment of the
population and that these polls mean that Dem voters are OVER REPRESENTED by 8-9%

CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

I know governments have given vaccine manufacturers immunity from prosecution. But if
you have a mandatory vaccine due to company regulations and you get sick and unable to
work, can you sue the company via its insurer?

aerofan3

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

OSHA says yes, that person has WC claim.
Noktirnal

#

#

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/eric-clapton-exclusive-amp-uncensored-oracle-films_sRLffGdVXdzxd5N.html
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2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

OSHA is corrupt and has now changed its guidance and says no you cannot sue the
company who mandated the jab

But that doesn't mean you can't sue for FRAUD. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

The poll's measure of "ideology" only includes the categories "conservative," "moderate,"
and "not sure?" So, you're either a leftist or immoderate?

Telemakhos

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

If you'll take a jab you'll suck a d*@k.

My body my choice, to the death? So be it.

motorboating sob

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

Once they mandate it in writing. Sue... individually. They ain't going to be able to stop them
all. If a libturfascist black robed terrorist throws it out... appeal.

 

aegis551

#

#

2 1 Reply"

4 days ago

Magnets sticking to raw meat: https://www.bitchute.com/video/9NLwCztpO5rw/
Jack O'Neill

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Wow. That is scary.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/9NLwCztpO5rw/
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Reply"

4 days ago

Ok. WTF???
CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

just get the jab, 
FDG-PET lymph node uptake after COVID-19 vaccines mimics cancer

https://www.auntminnie.com/index.aspx?Sec=sup&Sub=mol&Pag=dis&ItemId=132636

They screened 1,290 patients who had FDG-PET/CT scans between December 11, 2020,
and March 1, 2021, at the Yale New Haven Hospital and identified 68 who had received at
least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. All but one of the patients underwent PET/CT for
oncologic indications, none of which were for adenopathy ipsilateral to vaccination sites.

"Increased nodal FDG uptake, presumably from an inflammatory immune response to the
vaccine, was observed up to 32 days after vaccination in this cohort, harboring the potential
risk of mimicking or masking malignant disease," the authors wrote.

The finding corroborated evidence from another recent study that suggests FDG-PET/CT
scans may confound image interpretation for up to 24 days in cancer patients who have
received a COVID-19 vaccine.

In addition, the study found women were more likely to develop reactive nodes, which is an
important implication for breast cancer imaging concordant with a statement issued by the
Society of Breast Imaging, according to the authors.

Adin and his colleagues at Yale suggest patients who have cancer with a propensity for
spread to ipsilateral axillary lymph nodes -- primarily breast cancer, melanoma, and
lymphomas -- should have the COVID-19 vaccine administered in the axilla contralateral to
the previously or potentially involved site. Also, nuclear medicine technologists should
document the vaccine site, date, type, and whether the patient has received the first or
second dose.

Goldbugger

#

#

https://www.auntminnie.com/index.aspx?Sec=sup&Sub=mol&Pag=dis&ItemId=132636
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

More laughs for the clown show.
White Domestic Tourist

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

The hypothesis, now, is that lymphomas and leukemias will be on the rise in the vaxx’d
beginning in 3-5 years

Noktirnal

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Are these the same ignorant dems that believe if someone contracts Covid, they have a
50% or higher risk of being hospitalized? F O. Not doing it. Mind your F business. End of
line.

full black

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

A world of Third World “Democrats” imported to the US is not my world. I and my fellow
Americans have been displaced by hot-blooded wolf packs of hate and destruction howling
across the fruited plains. Why? Because we did nothing to stop them.

How, then, shall we now live?

NAV

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Lefty commies are always about power and control.  
InsaneSanity

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Marxists to the left of me
Democrats to the right
Here I am
Not Stuck in the arm just yet...

 

With apologies to Steelers Wheel

 

NoSoyBoys
#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Marx to the left and Dems to the right?  Either you're trotsky... or you're not talking
political spectrum.

Bdubs

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

The average democrat will demand that if there is something wrong with them for taking the
shot that the same result be forced on everyone who didn't take the shot. They just can't live
in a world where others have choice. 

yerfej

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

This is complete BS.

Majority of Democrats? Is the survey group comprised of only WHITE democrats.

Keep alienating your base. Keep excluding people of color, who overwhelmingly REFUSE to
take the vaccine in my reality.

This is one party I'm enjoying having a front row seat. History is continuing to be made. Daily

Nobody 2.0

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Houston judge Lynn Hughes is pulled off another case as 5th Circuit revives prof's
discrimination claim

(Reuters) - Federal trial judges enjoy tremendous discretion in running their cases, but,
inevitably, they sometimes make mistakes. I doubt there’s any longtime federal judge who
has a perfect record of affirmance in the appellate courts.

But some are worse than others. U.S. District Judge Lynn Hughes’ record when his rulings
go up for review to the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals is an affirmance rate of 72%,
according to Westlaw’s litigation analytics. The Houston judge, a Ronald Reagan appointee
who has sat on the bench since 1985, has the second-lowest affirmance rate in his district
among judges who have had at least 100 decisions reviewed by the 5th Circuit.

grunk
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Elected officials should have to undergo random drug screening
MarshalJimDuncan

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

If only 40-something percent are fully shot up after all these months of propaganda and
pressure, they're going to need a bigger scare to step up the stampede

Known Fact

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

They CAN'T EXPLAIN why this suddenly works.

Dendritic immune cells are BARELY UNDERSTOOD.  One of the few things known about
them is that altering their function is a key factor in autoimmune disorders.  mRNA vaccines
work by altering dendritic cell functions.

All that matters is getting in their DataBeast tracking system pronto.  Or else.

Getting it yet????

Jim in MN

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Dems are cowards by nature so what did you expect?
Yo Moolie

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

soon only dullards will work for big corporations
zerofucks

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Soon, Blad ???? That's all that works for them right now...LoL
Josef Stalin

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

no limits to what they can inject you with then. 

 

these are fascists, the left. 

liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

i am shocked that there isn't a #metoo movement amongst women where they can share
their feelings about their babies getting involuntarily aborted, the menstrual cycles being
screwed up/messier and their wombs sterilized.

maybe a #meflu hastag or #mefuxxed

these same bat-shit crazy libtards will be injecting their pets, making them wear masks and
covid booties whilst walking them with a rigid 6 foot pole for social distancing AFTER they
inject them with pathogenic spike proteins.

hooligan2009

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

Fourth wave feminists yearn for an alpha male to tell them what to do.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

the reality is we should be cheering on libtard fembots getting abortions. 

 

Dor358

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

.

Automatic Choke

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Don't go Toobin.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

.

Automatic Choke

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Silver lining after sterility?  Not getting jab could end 1.) having unvaccinated sperm worth
more than gold, or 2.) just becoming sperm cows?
WhatsHerFace - https://youtu.be/GCzqQdF3asM?t=250

Nelbev

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

A Boy And His Dog
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFruKRxZHJk
https://youtu.be/GCzqQdF3asM?t=250
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

I will put this very simply - Rot. In. Hell. Commies. 
HolyGrail20

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

One wonders if it's an ideological divide or if it's a case of "misery loves company". 

You see this sometimes in the gun world "Whatever caliber I prefer is the only one you
should use".

strych10

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Basement people. Crabs in a pot. 

If one starts to escape,  they pull him back in. Oh no you don't. If I'm getting boiled,
you are to. 

NoPension

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

We will be fighting these FOOLS forever...where is their common sense?
Psadie

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Let them get their fully vaxxed and come back to the question in 3 years if they are still
here.

Argon1

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

They don't understand FDA "not approved"...that's for a good reason.  Unknown
long term effects.

Psadie

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Technically speaking, neither are the short term effects.

Hence that meeting they're gonna have about the unexpected number of people
16-26 developing heart issues.

Part of the reason for that is they start to wonder if that's the issue or a symptom
of an underlying issue as yet undetected.

The FDA are usually overly cautious. My friend was working on a human trial for
an MS drug when one of the people in the study was killed by a drunk driver. It
was Hell on wheels to deal with the FDA in terms of documenting that this guy
died from trauma and not the experimental drug.

strych10

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

This time, the FDA approval process will be different.  The threat is so lethal
and all. 

August

#

#

4 days ago

Due to the lack of major turnover in the FDA's bureaucracy I'm forced to
think that they're being told what to do, probably by NIH.

strych10

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

You first.
Argon1

#

#

2 7 Reply"

4 days ago

You retards won't even be allowed to jack off to the headlines here at the Hedge without
your vaccine passport.

HerbHover

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

do you feel better now? 
Garciathinksso

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

We know you don't read the headlines just look at the pictures.
HerbHover

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Wow you're one of the coolest to show up here in a while. 
Watt Supremacist

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

The left is a mutant nutcase with no common decency nor respect.
Lie_Detector

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

No one is forcing me to get a shot of anything. 
 

keep it up, Dims.  You’re on the verge of pushing this once great country into another civil
war!

Pintergast

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Prescribing/administrating  medicines your doctor will need to make decisions based on the
public good, not solely on the individual's health profile. This is basically what it is coming
too. Sort of like how Dems love excise taxes for the "Public Good"

Garciathinksso

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Of course they do, since the majority of dems cannot think for themselves.  

The majority of repubs support having the majority of dems locked into stupid camps.

Henry_Ford
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I want them out where we can fleece them.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

SOOOO...... THE ONLY PEOPLE WITH JOBS WILL BE BRAIN DEAD DEMS?
RIGHTPOWER

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

I’ll let an illegal Mexican take the shot for me.
MCDirtMigger

#

#

2 3 Reply"

4 days ago

But Democrats don't work????

 

Who's going to do the jobs?

Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

more proof, it any more was needed that democrats are BAT SHIT CRAZY

anyway

/dup

proof that ivermectin works better than jabs that stab spike proteins into the human body

this means the "virus" is treatable, there is no pandemic and emergency use authorization
must be withdrawn.

people that are diagnosed as "active" cases by their health authorities (using debunked RT-
PCR lateral flow testing) should either get ivermectin over the counter with no consultation
with a doctor, or consult their doctor to see (check if they are allergic to it).

from here:

https://principia-scientific.com/breakthrough-ivermectin-inhibits-covid-spike-protein-
binding/

Ivermectin blocks SARS CoV-2 at the ACE2 receptor in humans

The 17 randomized controlled trials that use ivermectin for early treatment and prophylaxis
report positive effects, with an estimated improvement of 73 percent and 83 percent,
respectively. Out of 37 early treatment and prophylaxis studies for ivermectin, 97 percent
report positive effects. One of the studies documents how ivermectin inhibits the replication
of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro and displays broad-spectrum anti-viral activity against the causative
virus (SARS-CoV-2).

This study showed a 5,000-fold reduction in viral RNA after just 48 hours. The study also
proves that effective treatments and prophylactics can mitigate the replication and spread of
a virus thousands of times faster than the paranoid, isolationist approach of social distancing
and lockdowns. If antivirals were encouraged early and often, then the spread of actual
infectious virus would have been mitigated at rates thousands of times faster than the insane
method of treating everyone as if they are infectious."

hooligan2009
#

#

https://principia-scientific.com/breakthrough-ivermectin-inhibits-covid-spike-protein-binding/
https://ivmmeta.com/?fbclid=IwAR3OHXQvc96GcVMwSBNfAPo71-AWM3mEYYrgi-xXQN9WDftsQFWDFU8PYDA
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32251768/
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

What is this god they worship.  This science.

Moloch/Moleck

Baal/Bal

Ashtaroth/Ishtar

And you wonder why they want to jab your children with that gene therapy.

Countrybunkererd
#

#

2 1 Reply"

4 days ago

There is precedent with schools requiring vaccinations for attendance.  Which is actually a
coercive measure since it's illegal not to have your child in school.

The main difference would be that the required vaccines for school attendance are all FDA
approved, not on EUA.

You can bet the FDA is getting pressure both from the big pharma corps and from the
Democrats to finish the approval process ASAP.  At that point it's hard to see how
employees will have a legal leg to stand on. 

They could argue that COVID-19 doesn't compare to measles, mumps, and rubella in its
severity but it's hard to believe any judge or jury is going to agree with them in this
environment, and if all else fails the courts can invoke "judicial deference", saying the
determination of which vaccines are important is up to the legislature and executive, not the
courts.

 

Quia Possum

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

This poll is on it's face fraudulent, else why are only 42.6% of Americans genetically altered
by the beast jab at this point????

HMMM????

What a poluted sea of propaganda we live in and zerohedge is one of the key agtiprop
purveyors.

rawhedgehog
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

But I thought it was all about alledged so called fraud of Science?

WTH does politics have to do with this Worldwide fraud? 

End Times Prophecy

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Almost all facets of life now have political influence.  
jlmac

#

#
2 Reply"

4 days ago

Back to “normal” 

! !

Blackspace

"

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

The new normal. 
Hugh Mungus

#

#
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2 1 Reply"

4 days ago

A possible heads up...

In 1962 former Burma PM seized power and military ruled for 50 yrs: Individual and political
freedoms suppressed; all political expression outlawed. Burma Army modelled on 1930’s
fascism. Non-Bamas ethnics purged from public life. All dissent suppressed; redress
impossible except through armed struggle. Those who didn’t take up arms lived as second-
class citizens, hidden in jungle, as refugees or left the country....

I don't believe it'll go that far though there are some creeping similarities.

Lorenz Feedback
#

#

2 1 Reply"

4 days ago

The Nazis took over the Reps, and the Commies took the Dems.  DEAL WITH IT
Xibalba

#

#

5 1 Reply"

4 days ago

The republicans have become italian fascists...not nazi's
Fat Beaver

#

#
1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

hahaha.  Yes, indeed.  My bad.   
Xibalba

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Communism and Fascism are not much different in practice.

Notice how seamlessly China and North Korea made the switch.

Quia Possum

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

The belief that you can and should force others to take experimental medicine reflects an
odd altruistic arrogance like none other in history.  In fact, wholly believing in something that
is experimental represents a certain level of stupidity and gullibility.  I am not sure whether I
am more afraid of the 79% of Democrats or the 39% of supposed Republicans.   

BagOfChips
#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

all libtards should off themseves in the name of saving planet!
RattieNomNom

#

#

1 1 Reply"

4 days ago

Breaking: the vax found to be 100 percent rattlesnake venom.

In other news, libs want 100 percent vexing of all red states.

mrviolin22

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

I’m not part of either team, but do enjoy watching.

It would be fun to see the Team Blue reaction to unmasked, unvaxx’d Team Red demanding
that Blues must be vaxx’d and masked at all times.

I think the script flip would break them.

Noktirnal

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Boomer and Gen Z unite to be the totalitarian fkks that you are! Puzzeez!
ssgredux

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

w
steiner

#

#

1 4 Reply"

4 days ago

I could imagine nothing worse than being stuck on earth with only the anti-vaxers, so since
there is a chance the vaccine is going to kill all who get it, i went ahead and got the vaccine.

slightlyskeptical

#

#

7 Reply"

4 days ago

poor imagination is a trait of inbreeding. 
shunk

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

So suicide was the choice?
InnerCynic

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

It really phucking offends me when I'm accused by a duped liberal of being an Anti
vaxxer simply because I educated myself about it when they did not. 

If Republicans were pushing this jab, I can almost guarantee your outlook would be
MUCH different.

You didn't make a health decision you MORON. you made a POLITICAL decision. 

CatInTheHat

#

#

1 14 Reply"

4 days ago

Noticed that ZH is taking pot-shots at Democrats again.  I have got an article for ZH to print:

Republicans would be more credible in fighting terrorism if they stopped participating
in it.

Chief Joesph

#

#

http://www.thedesertreview.com/
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7 Reply"

4 days ago

no pot shot at trump? you might be evolving 
Garciathinksso

#

#

7 Reply"

4 days ago

why do Democrats support Islamic terrorists, 1930's German Socialists, USSR
socialists, Venezuelan socialists

Better yet...why you support lawlessness? 

Why after 60 year of Democrat rule...do blacks in inner cities have it even worse?

venturen

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Why do Dems support ANTIFA AND BLM. terrorists destroying our cities? 
CatInTheHat

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Please provide some examples....are you a native American Indian, or are you
pretending to be one? 

BTW here is an article for you to read...and it is not just West Papua.

https://redflag.org.au/article/genocide-west-papua

steiner

#

#

1 12 Reply"

4 days ago

You wankers won't even be able to hurl racial insults at non whites without your vaccine
passport.

HerbHover

#

#

8 Reply"

4 days ago

The JAB turned your pitiful "brain" to mush! Very sad.
Weihan

#

#

https://redflag.org.au/article/genocide-west-papua
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6 Reply"

4 days ago

The only racial insults I ever hear are being made by non-whites towards whites.  Did
you just walk out of your cave after a long sleep?

Whydah

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

You are a living racial insult Herpiehoover.
ReadyforLiftoff

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Time to get away from the phony (and Leftist-media promoted) White-
nonwhite/Nonwhite-White fake,  paradigm. It's a distraction, no different from
Republican vs. Democrat.  

Your White or not White color/race will offer little comfort when you're sick and dying
because you chose to offer your arm for a pharmaceutical experiment.

PhilLeotardo

#

#
1 4 Reply"

4 days ago

No more TrumptardHedge circle jerks until you are fully vaccinated. Rabies vaccine too.
HerbHover

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Trump himself gave you your vaccine.

You didn't get that Orange Cheeto ring around your mouth by eating square meals.

WeR138

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Kill. Them. All.
clockz71

#

#
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1 1 Reply"

4 days ago

"...US District Court Judge Lynn Hughes dismissed a lawsuit against Houston Methodist
Hospital by employees who rejected mandatory jabs."

District Court Judge.

I see he's a Reagan appointee.

grunk
#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Time matters ......... must reach quota before destroyed vaccinated individual data gets out
of control.

Cases have increased more than double each month.

Doctors trying to reach out are being censored. Their articles are being marked as medical
misinformation.

buckboy

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Can an employer terminate an employee for taking the jab? will this go both ways? 
Garciathinksso

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

If the can make a non federally regulated employee piss in a cup, other than DOT, FAA, etc.
 then by virtue of the work contract they can make you get the shot, or quit?  Or fired?  Or
resign?  Or sue?  There is no federal law that says employers have the right to violate your
forth amendment rights for non regulated employee drug and alcohol testing.  Should we do
it?  Prolly due to liability we should, but if they can make ya piss in a cup they can make u
get a shot, via a work contract, such as drug and alcohol testing that you say yes to to get
the job.

fatfred666

#

#
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1 7 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

You retards won't even be able to toss a cup of warm yogurt on each others backs when
you fake an orgasm without your vaccine passport.

HerbHover
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

You sound buttblasted.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

More likely, butt stretched. 
cbxer55

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Congrats HerpieHoover, you've made the ignore list.  
ReadyforLiftoff

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Somebody in HR is going to get shot.  And justly so.
August

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

HR only does what the CEO directs.  They are not a power unto themselves.
InsaneSanity

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Most so-called 'liberals' probably believe that businesses should be forced to force their
employees to get jabbed, and would still support it even if it the jabs are found to ineffective
at covid but dangerous in other ways. Same way with masks.

wootendw

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

It's a religious fervor like I've never seen. 
NoPension

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

behold the power of propaganda.
zerofucks

#

#

1 11 Reply"

4 days ago

You retards won't even be able to cast your vote for the Orange Hitler or one of his wanna
be jack booters without your vaccine passport.

HerbHover

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

You can let Trump out of your head now, he's been making a mess eating big macs on
your couch long enough, let him breathe you weirdo 

Realism

#

#
1 Reply"

4 days ago

I'm hoping Stormy runs
Herdee

#

#

1 5 Reply"

4 days ago

You retards won't even be able to score a job working the glory hole at the local Jack in the
Box without your vaccine passport.

HerbHover

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Thanks for wearing your two masks, makes it harder to hear your leftist drivel 
Realism

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

remote work is the new normal, vax not required
A. Lee Ess

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Work never dries up for the rugged individualists. We're too in demand.
Watt Supremacist

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

the man who produces true value will always have a line of customers beating down
his door

zerofucks

#

#
3 Reply"

4 days ago

You realize of course most negative comments are projections, and in that you've
provided 2 key pieces of information about yourself.

1. You are retarded
2. You've had interactions at a glory hole at your local Jack in the Box, or fantasized

about it..

 

Politinaut

#

#
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1 11 Reply"

4 days ago

Only in America to they make everything a political issue.  Here are the real statistics as they
are, as of 1 week ago.  See: https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/public-health/states-
ranked-by-percentage-of-population-vaccinated-march-15.html

It is kind of idiotic for a hospital to be giving out inoculations when some of their own staff
won't take it.  And it doesn't set well with good medical practice anyway, to not have your
staff fully vaccinated, and risk passing the virus along to either the patients or among those
other staff workers who are not vaccinated.  And if the staff gets sick from not getting
vaccinated, then who is there left to treat the patients coming in???  Would you want to go
to the hospital and risk having sick people inoculating you?

And what is the problem with vaccinations anyway?  They are free!!!  Most cost conscience
employers would like that!!!  

And, you can't argue the economic growth for not getting vaccinated.  California actually
came out better than Florida, from the lockdowns and inoculations. 
See:  https://www.yahoo.com/news/lockdown-states-like-california-did-better-
economically-than-looser-states-like-florida-new-covid-data-shows-153025163.html .

The article states:  "The evidence suggested that policies that are good for people’s health
during a pandemic — like NPIs — are not necessarily bad for the economy".   Employers
have taken note of that!

 

Chief Joesph
#

#

12 1 Reply"

4 days ago

Kill yourself.  Leave me alone. 

My body, my choice.  Remember that? 

Besides, if you are vaxxed,  and believe in it, what's your problem? I can't hurt you. 

NoPension

#

#

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/public-health/states-ranked-by-percentage-of-population-vaccinated-march-15.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/lockdown-states-like-california-did-better-economically-than-looser-states-like-florida-new-covid-data-shows-153025163.html
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1 11 Reply"

4 days ago

I agree with you, Your body, your choice, so go off and die somewhere so you don't
infect everyone else.  Bye the way, your mother was an intestinal worm.

Chief Joesph

#

#

3 4 Reply"

4 days ago

You should be mad at China, not your fellow man.
Nature_Boy_Wooooo

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

FYI. My daughter in law works at an Indian casino.  

She says, without a doubt,  Indians are the dumbest race of people on the
continent.  You back that up.

NoPension

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

This is the first time you’ve followed up on a post. As usual, that ain’t it, Chief.
squib

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Fwee?!?! You don't say!!

(You ARE the product.)

Watt Supremacist

And what is the problem with vaccinations anyway?  They are
free!!!

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

If you're "vaccinated," you should be safe.  

In the words of the late, great Fred G. Sanford. (period).... "they giving out birth control
pills free at the clinic too, but you don't see me out there hanging around do you?"

WorkingClassMan

And what is the problem with vaccinations anyway?  They are
free!!!  Most cost conscience employers would like that!!! 

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

California did not come out better economically. They are including the massive Covid
bailout in the calculations. Where none of it will benefit a single business destroyed by
the government operations.

adr

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I'm encouraged to see that those full-vaccination rates are so low
Known Fact

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Demorats have no problem taking my unvaccinated money via taxes.
DayWear

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

I wonder how many lawsuits that will cause 
Libertarian1776

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

I am surprised that more men than women believe in enforcing the vaccine to be at work.   I
had figured all the Karens out there would be pushing for the jab, and guys working more
independently would not be so bossy

rosalinda
#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Well, it is a poll, sooo....
Indelible Scars

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Yeah, I know.   No reason to believe any of it, especially since it is a See BS poll
rosalinda

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

The poll was probably in a gay magazine.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 days ago

Hope more people start to cancel cable TV and start boycotting companies like
facebook,twitter,google,amazon,microsoft and apple (including not owning their stocks) to
counter their censorship,corruption and pandering to the DNC and for more people to start
to support pro freedom companies/organizations.

I don't think the corrupt politicians of either party will pay attention until We The People unite
behind basic principles and become an economic force.
Money talks and it can be used to make positive change in contrast to all the bad things it is
also used for.

ACTION PLAN FOR IMMEDIATE CHANGE to counter the corruption , censorship and
surveillance by media/tech/finance giants and politicians:

1)Cancel Cable TV (All channels should be made available individually so consumers don't
have to give money to channels they don't want to)

TruthFreedomPeace
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2)Do Not donate money to politicians & consider boycotting companies that give them
money or pay them for speeches.
Some might decide to boycott Facebook,Twitter,Apple,Amazon,Microsoft, Google and
Netflix for censorship or corruption issues alone.

3)Bank with small local banks & invest with small brokerages & insist your employer/pension
fund do the same.
Buy from small local merchant stores and use cash when possible.

4)Demand a pardon for Julian Assange & Edward Snowden and other
whistleblowers/truthtellers

5)Join Pro freedom social networks like MINDS and Gab ,where freedom of speech and truth
are respected.
Follow Zero Hedge and Project Veritas for pro truth/freedom news.

6)Use web browsers like Dissenter,Tor or Brave rather than Chrome or Safari when you surf
the web.
Use search engines like Quant or DuckDuckGo rather than Google or Bing for web searches.
Use an email service like ProtonMail rather than Gmail.
Save important online videos/articles/posts to your PC hard drive or phone.
Post videos to Bitchute and LBRY rather than youtube
Shop online at Overstock and smaller independent retailers rather than Amazon/Wayfair

7)Use Linux operating systems like Linux Mint,Debian or others on your computer rather
than Windows, Mac or Chrome OS (Almost any PC can be switched to Linux).
Use a Linux based smartphone like PINEPHONE or a "dumbphone" rather than Google
Android or Apple iPhone.
Avoid buying a "smart" TV as it is smarter to buy a "dumb" TV with no operating system pre-
installed.
Use a Linux mini PC with wireless keyboard on your TV for web
browsing/computing/gaming/video streaming rather than amazon fire tv/roku/google
chromecast/apple tv/microsoft xbox/nvidia shield.
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1 Reply"

8) Do NOT support the phony "War on Drugs" which causes more crime,death,murder,gang
violence,incarcerations,enriching criminals while millions of people still use illegal drugs
anyway.

9) Support a new foreign policy where We The People worldwide unite behind and promote
the principles of truth/freedom/goodwill/integrity/humility/Non-Aggression Principle/Golden
Rule and focus on winning hearts and minds.

10) Support a worldwide effort to voluntarily help others in the hope that it will win over more
people to these principles.

Please share this plan of action with others via text,email & social media if you agree.
Here is the link to share this message.Thank
You https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/943148464663228416?referrer=truthfreedompeace

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

large majority of Dems these days don't question much at all as far as government, that is
so long as another fellow D is in power. 

But profits bad, orange man bad. 

pretty sad actually 

Garciathinksso

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Get on with the Nuremburg trials and then give them the prescribed punishment that
Nuremburg convicts receive. 

archipusz

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Staying alive is overrated.  
livestrong

#

#

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/943148464663228416?referrer=truthfreedompeace
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1 1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

This poll is on it's face fraudulent, else why are only 42.6% of Americans genetically altered
by the beast jab at this point????

HMMM????

What a poluted sea of propaganda we live in and zerohedge is one of the key agtiprop
purveyors.

rawhedgehog
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

What, the vaccine is safe?   
jlmac

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

My employer is currently in the "encourage" camp.  If/when they decide to go full jabby
requirement to be onsite, I'll be forced to "work" from home.  It might be ok to complete my
career in a less stressful manner (less stressful meaning less work/productivity).  And I can
use my patio Jungle Gym to improve my gainz while working! 

TyroneB

Most employers are encouraging employees to get the jab, while
some are requiring it. The legal risks of this mandate are quickly
developing, but employers continue to stand their ground. 

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Of course they do,  Democrats are special.  /s.  
Ben A Drill

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Might as well get CWII going. It is becoming total 'Them & Us' society.
Market Pulse

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

Blind, brainwashed sheep led by rabid wolves.
Norsky

#

#

13 Reply"

4 days ago

Un-vaccinated workers should be blacklisted so other employers don't have to deal with
unwanted cry babies.

HerbHover

#

#

10 Reply"

4 days ago

yet here you are, crying 
Garciathinksso

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

you realize you are talking about a experimental shot with more reported fatailites than
all other shots combined in the last decade right?

A. Lee Ess

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

You're the cry baby buddy. You're the one crying out for an IV drip and morphine for a
scratch.

Bet you are a "my body my choice" kinda guy when it comes to allowing women to cut
out live humans from themselves though..

yojimbo

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

"79% of Democrats agreed that employers should be able to force their workers to get
vaxxed. In contrast, only 39% of Republicans"

So 79% of Democrats, and 39% of Republicans advocate employers be allowed to engage
in criminal activity? Coercing people to engage in a medical experiment is a crime by US
Federal, and international law. And these vaccines are experimental by any definition. Not
FDA approved, no long term testing.

These vaccines have already caused more than 5.000 deaths in the US, and that's the
"official" number, more than all other vaccines combined for at the very least the last 10
years. Some of those other vaccines were pulled from the market for as few as 50 deaths.
Why do the COVID vaccines get a pass for 5,000?

Alice-the-dog
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Nazis all of them
Shifter_X

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

They'll change their mind when they're dying of jab-induced illnesses and they need
someone to take care of them.

Sparehead

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Perhaps this will result in those who have any brain cells left migrating to areas where laws
are in place (at least for now) to prevent this sort of thing.  Then, we in these areas can kick
out the morons who like being told what to inject their bodies with by brilliant scientists like
the son of Planned Parenthood advocate, Bill Gates!  

Fairly soon, their own populations will dwindle and die... If we could only throw out the
Smart Dust too... 

sea_nettles

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

In their defense, some of them are to sickly to be inoculated.  I just went ahead with it, no
big thing to me.  I went for this job at a hospital and found I was behind on 3 other
vaccinations they wanted me to get.  Passed all the tests, but my pee test was diluted, it
was only 95 that day, worked out, and water fasted because it's my thing, so I said hair test
me you cheap fuckers, apparently I wasn't worth it, I'm like well good I don't have to work or
get 3 more vaccinations either then.  Why risk being around sick people and dealing with all
those women anyway.

everything1

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Odd isn't it, how these positions turn out to be exactly what you would not expect and
based on no principles at all.

PeterLong

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

A topic like this should have a fairly even split male and female, but it doesn't. There's a six
point split.

majik

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Having the vaccination does not answer the correct question.
And exposes those who have recovered from "something" to a risk they should be able to
avoid.
If "society" needs reassurance - ask for an antibody level test. Will also quickly eliminate the
shots that "do nothing"

upsidedowninOZ

#

#
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10 Reply"

4 days ago

Believing that employees should be allowed to mandate vaccines is not the same as
supporting it.

I myself believe they should be allowed to mandate vaccines, yet I think it's reprehensible to
do that.

precious mental
#

#

7 Reply"

4 days ago

Did you eat enough paste today?
DennisC

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Up is down for liberals.  
argoz

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

You wankers won't even be able to beat the sh!t out of your non white lover without your
vaccine passport.

HerbHover

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Racists talk about race. 

Non racists talk about character 

Clearly you have none. 

CatInTheHat

#

#
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7 Reply"

4 days ago

Where is the clause in the law that says "A private business can require certain conditions
for employment, NOT INCLUDING VACCINATION FOR COVID?"

You guys do know that a private business can require this of their employees, right? Just like
they can require a drug test, for you to not be drunk on the job, to have your regular baby
vaccines, etc etc how many examples do you need?

randocalrissian
#

#

11 Reply"

4 days ago

Maybe you should take a few minutes to read the actual law regarding experimental
medical treatments and you wouldn't sound like an arrogant ass.

Whydah

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

If you don't see the difference, well, go buy an IQ.  Tell me, what other vaccines do
private companies require currently?

InsaneSanity

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

That's a difference between positive and negative rights. Allowing corporations to
dictate medical choices, positive right to force medical action by corporation, versus
the negative right of saying if you do these things we won't hire you.

It is no small difference, and it is terrifying once you realize that it puts some measure
of ownership of the individual with the corporation from the allowing the removal of
individual freedom for the corporation. 

The guise of public good is always the claim, the realities are in fact far more reaching.

Andro1345

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

WELL.SAID. 
CatInTheHat

#

#
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5 Reply"

4 days ago

Red states will be vaccinated via 5G technology no worries.
HerbHover

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

You retards won't even be able to spank your own monkey again without your vaccine
passport.

HerbHover

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

This is really clever. You should post it some more.
Only Way Out

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

SCORE -265. Minor troll.
Sandman69

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

It's safe to put this one on ignore.

I administer my own version of the Turing Test to every troll at ZH. If they don't seem
to have congenital cretinism, I let everyone know they might be good for a laugh.

This one failed.

Only Way Out

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

I can see this if you HAVE to go into an office around other people. But they should try to
give the option to work from home if you choose not the take the vax. Problem is this does
not work for many professions like nurses 

Dr. Drumpf

#

#
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3 Reply"

4 days ago

Why? If the vaccine is safe and effective, anyone who took it is protected. Why should
they care if others choose not to be vaccinated? It doesn't affect them. 

LauraB

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

95% effacacy. not 100
Dr. Drumpf

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

So???  No vaccine is 100%, so do you hide away from the public or worry if
others had been vaccinated for other viruses?  No, you don't.

InsaneSanity

#

#

12 Reply"

4 days ago

Employers that require vaccination should receive massive state and federal tax incentives.
HerbHover

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Lighten up, Francis.
green_dog

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Has the US government mandated jabs?

State governments?

Local governments?

The US district court system?

bustdriver

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

They are at 'strongly encourage'.  For now.  Watching and waiting.
Jim in MN

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago

Kentucky, Ohio and Oregon all offering a $1 MILLION dollar prize in the vaccine
lottery.  I wonder how the taxpayers in those states who dutifully got the jab feel about
that.  Other states like California have also gone to offering money and prizes

BugMan

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

No. In fact, approximately half of Fauci's staff has refused the jab. 
LauraB

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

The rise of corporatism: they've done everything they can to influence and push ideas
as well as laws that benefit themselves. Social programming galore, to the point half
the nation agrees with removal of personal freedoms for the greater good and you think
it matters not if the courts hold up personal rights versus tyrannical black balling
(blackmailing)?

Wake up.

Andro1345

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Your questions miss the mark like a forklift blade punching a hole in a pallet of
condoms. We are not linear thinkers here at ZH.

You see its worse than that.  From my forklift I can tell you that they make public
announcements that sound good.... but stand aside and dont enforce citizen rights and
let the big bad corporations act as a proxy,  and let them run over us with their
mandates, doing their dirty work while they get to pose as the good guys.

Checkmate.

Twisted Forklift

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

I voted.

HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa

YOU SUСК!

Ghost of Elon Future
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

US  is a SHIT **** bLAD, WHO CARES ????
Josef Stalin

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

who gives a krap, Blad ???? US is a shithole, plain and simple ...
Josef Stalin

#

#

19 Reply"

4 days ago

Unvaccinated Trumptard's should have a Swastika tattooed on their foreheads so they don't
have to hide it under their shirt

HerbHover

#

#

10 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

You're more PROOF that the jabs are destroying the "brains" of the DEMS! LOL! How
do you say "Schadenfreude" in WOKE-speak? LOL!!!

Weihan

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

Not sure what you want to vaccinate against. Ask the CDC if they have a sample of the
current "virus" and they'll tell you no.

Herdee

#

#
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2 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

People like you could use a good laxative, you're all backed-up.
Demystified

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

Anti-vaccer: My body is my property & not you or the State have the right to tell my what to
do with my property!

Vaccer:  This is business is my property. You expecting entry without a vaccination when I
require it is telling me what to do with my property?

Freedom for thee but not for me?

RhoneGSM

#

#

2 Reply"

4 days ago

A sophomore logic student with a hangover could point out your problem there.
DennisC

#

#
Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

the election is over, covid is moot now!

get over it

orangedrinkandchips

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

So in 2052 you'll need a covid-19 vaccine to work?
coletrickle45

#

#

13 Reply"

4 days ago

I support all Trump voters be force vaccinated on live TV in one of the largest pay per view
cry fests in television history.

HerbHover

#

#
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4 Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

How American of you./s

 

Politinaut

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Unfortunately taking advantage of freedom but being communist therefore opposing
it for everyone else is also entirely American. Slave ownership sort of started that -
same people too.

Argon1

#

#

6 Reply"

4 days ago

troll much?
colddirt

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

Reading the reply's in the comment section of ZeroHedge is for chumps.
HerbHover

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

Your chances of dying from this is about the same as getting struck by lightning -
when a vaccine comes out that may or may not keep you from getting struck by
lightning you'll get one, right?

colddirt

#

#

5 Reply"

4 days ago

I river of Trumptard tears it was.
HerbHover

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

Big pharma is going to have a hell of money to pay for some other and older lawsuits, but
they will need more for what's coming at them: less and less gullible clients.

DurdenRae
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

I am surprised. I thought the Dems didn't trust the Trump vaccine.
Politinaut

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Trump had nothing to do with it. All the research and rollout was done after Joe took
office.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

What fantasyland are you living in?
Pintergast

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

I was writing  a typical TV viewer's response.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

The Trump one was a spike protein blocker which was incredible, and not a vaccine, its
one of his blind spots not knowing the difference.

Argon1

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Employment is modern slavery for the weak minded.
Watt Supremacist

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

Wrong again..The vast majority of Democrats support potential employees sitting at home
on their big fat asses,collecting welfare checks and extended unemployment benefits
(people like me)....;HahahaHA

Mando Ramos
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

its up to business owner to do what they like unless they don't want to make a cake.  its ok
for business owners to hire whomever they want except follow this quota....et cetera 

Garciathinksso

#

#

12 Reply"

4 days ago

Wait, are you actually suggesting that there could be CONSEQUENCES for believing
whatever rubbish website you happened to read on the Internet? You are suggesting that
people could be responsible for choosing to not be vaccinated and placing everyone else at
risk for their selfish ignorance?
"But if the vaccine works then it shouldn't matter if (blah blah blah)." That's not how
immunity works. That's now how vaccines work. They are not magic. They only make a
percentage of people immune. If you were going to write that you will likely face
CONSEQUENCES for your ignorance. Take some time and educate yourself before that
happens and not just the web sites that your friends or talk show hosts recommend.

Ignore This

#

#

4 Reply"

4 days ago

Downvote = "I don't like CONSEQUENCES".
There will still be CONSEQUENCES whether you like them or not.

Ignore This

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

You are mindless.

Cirdan

#

#
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Reply"

4 days ago

Subcontractors beware.   I can see customers asking for a vaccine certificate along with
proof of insurance.

jlmac
#

#

8 Reply"

4 days ago

True. I have had about 30 contractors at my place over the last 9 months. The first
thing I tell them is "You don't need to wear a face diaper here or worry about some
idiot bitching about The Jab". I get superior work from them and have not had one
problem.

Detective Miller

#

#

1 Reply"

4 days ago

This will be extremely important going forward, community, people sticking together
whenever possible.   Subs can always get work and even barter if necessary.  I'd
hate to see it come to that.

jlmac

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

All the animals died.  We aren't even up to the three month mark with the oldies yet.  William
Shakespeare already checked out.

Gone

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

All died within thirteen weeks.
Gone

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

So the next few weeks should start to get interesting..
markovchainey

#

#
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1 Reply"

4 days ago

"My body, my choice."

Screw them. Let them replace me with a contract worker per hour. That will cost them twice
what they pay me now!

Old Saying: "Cut off your face to spite your nose."

LOL!

Son of Loki
#

#

1 1 Reply"

4 days ago

So ostensibly, you are for free and open abortions at any stage of pregnancy as well?
Fat Beaver

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

When using a word that is new to you, you should first look in a dictionary to find out
what it means.

DennisC

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

If allowed to mandate having the Jab, then it should be allowed to mandate NOT having the
Jab

BSHJ

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

If they can mandate the jab, couldn't they mandate abortions to minimize health care costs,
paid leaves, etc. ?

BSHJ

#

#

3 Reply"

4 days ago

Scott Gotttlieb, MD, if you noticed, completely ignored Trump, the Trump White House, and
Fux News.

Heroic Couplet

#

#
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Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

https://www.bitchute.com/video/UznmlJYCUeTR/

 

 

BluCapitalist
#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

If demonRats want the Jab go right ahead and get as many as you like. I'm not the least bit
surprised that demonRats think that way. They are the most brain dead group of individuals
ever created. They have such a lack of intelligence you could never teach them to tie a shoe
or use the toilet properly or even pick their nose.

Detective Miller

#

#
Reply"

4 days ago

I see a category for conservative, moderate and not sure.  So if you’re not conservative your
moderate.....  I see what you did there!!!!!

It’s not about the real votes it’s about who counts the votes and who decides the
categories....

CBS News....  Dan Rather would be proud

KJWqonfo7

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Because in every dim0crap is a tyrant screaming to get out.
VladLenin

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

put the dems out on their own island and keep them there forever.
charlie_don't_surf

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/UznmlJYCUeTR/
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Reply"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Of course they do today's democrats are communists.

fxrxexexdxoxmx3
#

#


